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Council and Committee Meetings
To enable Council to give consideration to items of business at each Meeting, a Business
Paper, like this one, is prepared, containing reports by senior staff in relation to each item
listed on the Agenda for the Meeting. The Business Paper for each Meeting is available for
perusal by members of the public at Council's Libraries and Community Neighbourhood
Centres on the Thursday prior to the Council/Committee Meeting.
Meetings are conducted in accordance with Council's Code of Meeting Practice. The
order of business is listed in the Agenda. That order will be followed unless a procedural
motion is adopted to change the order of business at the meeting. This sometimes
happens when members of the public request to address the Council on an item on the
Agenda.
Some items are confidential in accordance with S10A(2) of the Local Government Act.
This will be clearly stated in the Business Paper. These items may not be discussed in
open Council and observers may be asked to leave the Council Chambers when they
are discussed. The grounds on which a meeting is closed to the public must be specified
in the decision to close the meeting and recorded in the minutes of the meeting. The
number of items that are dealt with as confidential are kept to a minimum.
Each of Council's committees has delegated authority to make decisions subject to a
number of limitations. Matters which cannot be decided by the committees are referred to
the Ordinary Council Meeting for decision.
More Information
Please visit Marrickville Council’s website at www.marrickville.nsw.gov.au for more
information on the following:
-

Committee Structure and Delegations
meeting dates for the remainder of the year
information on attending Council and committee meetings, and on applying to
speak at meetings

Persons in the public gallery are advised that under the Local Government Act 1993, a
person may NOT tape record a Council or Committee meeting without the authority of
the Council or Committee.
Council grants authority to an accredited television or radio media representative to
record by the use of audio or video recording equipment, the proceedings of a Council
or Committee meeting upon production of suitable identification and evidence of
employment.
Any persons found tape recording without authority will be expelled from the meeting.
“Tape record” includes the use of any form of audio, video and still camera equipment
or mobile phone capable of recording speech.
An audio recording of this meeting will be taken for minute taking purposes and will be
destroyed upon confirmation of the minutes.
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SUMMARY OF ITEMS
The following provides a summary of the items to be considered at the meeting.

MAYORAL MINUTES
Nil at the time of printing.
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Staff Reports

C1211(1) Item 1

43-45 AUSTRALIA STREET, CAMPERDOWN
File Ref: DA201100437-03/66313.11
This report concerns a development application to carry out
alterations and additions to the existing building on the site for its
adaptive reuse for the purpose of student accommodation,
comprising a total of 12 multiple occupancy rooms and 111 single
occupancy rooms, to accommodate up to a total of 154 residents,
and a manager’s residence pursuant to the heritage conservation
incentives provisions contained in Clause 54 of Marrickville Local
Environmental Plan 2001.
The development application relates to a type of development that
the Minister of Planning has categorised as being of regional
significance. The Sydney East Joint Regional Planning Panel is
the consent authority for the purposes of determining the
application.
Council officers have carried out an assessment of the application
and the Council officer’s report on the application has been
forwarded to the Sydney East Joint Regional Planning Panel for
the Regional Panel’s consideration. A copy of the Council Officer’s
assessment report on the development application is ATTACHED
to the rear of this report as ATTACHMENT 1. The officer’s report
recommends refusal of the application.
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The matter has been set down for hearing by the panel on
Tuesday 13 December 2011 at the offices of the NSW Department
of Planning and Infrastructure’s Planning Assessment Commission
located at Thakral House, Level 13, 301 George Street, Sydney at
12 noon.
The matter is referred to the Council for information and the
Council needs to determine whether it wishes to make a
submission to the Panel in relation to the proposal, and if so, the
contents of such submission.
RECOMMENDATION

19

THAT Council determine whether it wishes to make a
submission to the Panel in relation to the proposal, and if so,
the contents of such submission.
C1211(1) Item 2

PEDESTRIAN, CYCLIST & TRAFFIC CALMING ADVISORY
COMMITTEE MEETING HELD TUESDAY 15 NOVEMBER 2011

84

File Ref: 3337/65478.11
The Pedestrian, Cyclist & Traffic Calming Advisory Committee held
a meeting on Tuesday 18 October 2011 to discuss 15 items.
RECOMMENDATION

84

THAT the recommendations in Section B and Section C of the
Pedestrian, Cyclist & Traffic Calming Advisory Committee
held on Tuesday 15 November 2011 be adopted.
C1211(1) Item 3

BOARDING HOUSES AND HOMELESSNESS IN
MARRICKVILLE ROUNDTABLE

99

File Ref: 3905/64758.11
Council is advised that following Council’s endorsement of the
Boarding Houses and Homelessness in Marrickville Report at the
Council Meeting held on 11 October 2011 (Report Number C1011
Item 2), Community Development staff convened a formal meeting
of key stakeholders. The stakeholder meeting took place on 27
October 2011 to scope next steps in developing an alternative
boarding house management model. Based on the findings
outlined in the Draft Boarding Houses and Homelessness in
Marrickville Report, the purpose of the meeting was to develop a
research brief in which the key stakeholders will be willing to
participate.
RECOMMENDATION

101

THAT:
1.
the report be received and noted;
2.
Council support the Boarding
initiatives within current resources;
6
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3.

4.

C1211(1) Item 4

Council and partners advocate for occupancy
agreements and enforceable minimum standards for
boarding houses; and
Council make representations requesting the State
Government legislate for the compulsory registration
and licensing of boarding houses and that full funding
be made available to local government to undertake this
function.

COAG NATIONAL QUALITY AGENDA FOR EDUCATION AND
CARE SERVICES

111

File Ref: 1987-01/63710.11
This report outlines the significant changes to be implemented in
Council’s children’s services over a five to ten year period and
seeks Council’s endorsement of the Action Plan outlined in the
report. This Plan aims to ensure compliance with the new national
law, regulations, quality assurance and national learning
frameworks being introduced as part of the COAG Early Childhood
Education and Care Reform Agenda and National Quality
Framework.
RECOMMENDATION

117

THAT Council:

C1211(1) Item 5

1.

note the significant changes to be implemented in
Council’s education and care services during 2011 to
2016 as part of the COAG National Reform Agenda and
implementation of the National Quality Framework; and

2.

endorse the Action Plan as detailed in the report.

RESIDENT PETITION TO REMOVE AND REPLACE NORFOLK
ISLAND HIBISCUS (LAGUNARIA PATERSONIA) STREET
TREES IN HARROW RD, STANMORE
File Ref: S2270-03/64379.11
This report addresses a resident petition for Council to remove and
replace 24 Norfolk Island Hibiscus (Lagunaria patersonia) street
trees in Harrow Rd Stanmore. There is a history of resident
complaints regarding the subject trees dating back to 1999. The
reported complaints include infestations of Cotton Harlequin Bug
(Tectoris diopthalmus); Excessive flower litter production and the
production of small ‘glass-like’ hairs from seed pods of the trees.
These small hairs have reportedly caused skin irritations to
resident’s children and pets as well as continually becoming stuck
in resident feet. It is considered that the most practicable
management option is to undertake a phased removal and
replacement of the subject trees, occurring in 2 stages at
approximately five year intervals.
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RECOMMENDATION

121

THAT:
1.

Council undertake to remove and replace the 24
Norfolk Island Hibiscus Street trees in Harrow Rd,
Stanmore;
the removal and replacements be phased to occur in
two stages approximately 5 years apart;
the first stage of removals comprise the 11 trees
located between numbers 2-30 Harrow Rd;
the second stage of removals comprise the 13 trees
located between numbers 40-64 Harrow Rd; and
the replacement trees be comprised of a single
appropriate deciduous species so as to afford winter
solar access and summer shade benefits to south west
facing dwellings.

2.
3.
4.
5.

C1211(1) Item 6

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT INFRASTRUCTURE FUNDINGLIVEABLE CITIES PROGRAM - POTENTIAL PROJECTS FOR
MARRICKVILLE LGA

135

File Ref: 4261-02/66325.11
Council considered a report on a proposed refurbishment of
Marrickville Town Hall Forecourt. at its meeting on 15th November
2011. Following consideration of the matter the Council resolved to
investigate sources of Federal funding and other grant money for
further improvement projects to Marrickville. Council also resolved
to review a list of major potential infrastructure projects including
the upgrading of the forecourt of Marrickville Town Hall. This report
provides an over view of the Federal funding currently available for
infrastructure projects and provides a list of potential projects that
meet the criteria spelt out in the associated guideline.
RECOMMENDATION

139

THAT:
1.

2.

3.

Council applies for $150,000 of funding through the
Liveable Cities Program, Stream 1 – Planning & Design,
to facilitate the undertaking of a Public Domain Strategy;
and
should Canterbury Council be prepared to be the lead
applicant in the Wardell Road Crossing project then
Council make an application for this also under Stream 1
– Planning & Design; and
Council applies for $450,000 under the same program,
through Stream 2 – Demonstration Projects, to support
the undertaking of the Station Street Marrickville project.
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C1211(1) Item 7

MINUTES OF THE MARRICKVILLE TRANSPORT PLANNING
AND ADVISORY COMMITTEE HELD ON 27 OCTOBER 2011

143

File Ref: 317-01/65634.11
The Marrickville Transportation Planning and Advisory Committee
(Transport Committee) held a meeting to consider 11 items on 27
October 2011.
RECOMMENDATION

144

THAT:
1.
2.

Council receives and notes this report; and
Council:
(a)

writes to Roads & Maritime Services (RMS)
requesting a speed limit reduction for Addison
Road, explaining the rationale for this request;
(b) alters the ‘no cycling’ signs on Addison Road to
make it clear that cycling is prohibited on the
footway, not the roadway; and
(c) investigates works that could be implemented in the
area of Addison Road near the community centre
entry/exit to improve conditions for cycling.
C1211(1) Item 8

REVIEW OF DLG COMPARATIVE DATA 2009/10

149

File Ref: 217-01/66369.11
The attached table provides an overview of the comparative data
recently released by the Division of Local Government (DLG). The
comparisons show that Marrickville continues to provide good
value for money relative to other similar-sized urban councils. It
continues to provide comparatively high rates of per capita
expenditure across a range of service areas, while maintaining a
low average residential rate.
Council has a similar level of dependence on rates to other
comparable urban councils, but receives a greater share of its
income from user charges, and a smaller proportion from
developer contributions. In comparison to other councils, however,
Marrickville has a high proportion of expenditure on employee
costs.
RECOMMENDATION
THAT:
1.
2.

3.

the report be received and noted
the comparative data be used to inform the
maintenance of the Delivery Program, Operational Plan
and Resourcing Strategy
the comparative data be used to inform service
planning and provision.
9
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C1211(1) Item 9

COUNCIL INVESTMENTS AS AT 31 OCTOBER 2011

164

File Ref: 439/66229.11
In accordance with the requirements of clause 212 of the Local
Government (General) Regulation 2005, Council is provided with a
listing of all investments made pursuant to section 625 of the Local
Government Act 1993 and held as at 31 October 2011.
RECOMMENDATION

166

THAT :
1.

the report indicating Council’s Fund Management
position be received and noted; and
Council approve the utilisation of Austraclear Limited
as detailed in (ATTACHMENT 5).

2.

C1211(1) Item 10

DUAL ROLES – COUNCILLORS AS MEMBERS OF
PARLIAMENT IN NSW

175

File Ref: 952-01/67099.11
Report inviting a submission from Council on the dual roles of
Councillors as Members of Parliament in NSW.
RECOMMENDATION

176

THAT Council determines:

9

1.

whether to respond to the Discussion Paper on Dual
Roles as Councillors and as Members of Parliament in
NSW; and

2.

the terms in which the response should be made.

Notices of Motion

C1211(1) Item 11

NOTICE OF MOTION: DRAFT MARRICKVILLE
DEVELOPMENT CONTROL 2011

190

C1211(1) Item 12

NOTICE OF MOTION: LOUISA LAWSON RESERVE

191

C1211(1) Item 13

NOTICE OF MOTION: JACK SHANAHAN RESERVE

194

C1211(1) Item 14

NOTICE OF MOTION: REFURBISHMENT OF KINTORE
STREET POCKET PARK

195
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Questions From Councillors

C1211(1) Item 15

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE: GARBAGE COLLECTION
CREWS
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Minutes of Council Meeting held on Tuesday, 15 November 2011
Meeting commenced at 6.35pm
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF COUNTRY BY CHAIRPERSON
We meet tonight on the traditional land of the Cadigal people of the Eora nation. I
acknowledge the terrible wrongs committed against the Aboriginal peoples of this country
and their care of the land over many generations. I celebrate their ongoing survival and
achievements in today's society.
COUNCILLORS PRESENT
Hanna (Chair/Mayor)
Thanos
Macri
Tsardoulias

Iskandar (Deputy Mayor)
Olive
Peters
Wright

O’Sullivan
Kontellis
Phillips

APOLOGIES
Motion:

(Kontellis/Hanna)

THAT the apology for Councillor Byrne is noted and leave of absence granted.
Motion Carried
For Motion:
Against Motion:

Councillors Hanna, Iskandar, Kontellis, Macri, Olive, O'Sullivan,
Peters, Phillips, Thanos, Tsardoulias and Wright
Nil

DISCLOSURES OF INTERESTS:

Nil.

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES
Motion:

(Hanna/Iskandar)

THAT the Minutes of the Council Meeting held on Tuesday, 1 November 2011 be confirmed.
Motion Carried
For Motion:
Against Motion:

C1111(2) Item 1
Motion:

Councillors Hanna, Iskandar, Kontellis, Macri, Olive, O'Sullivan,
Peters, Phillips, Thanos, Tsardoulias and Wright
Nil

PROPOSED REFURBISHMENT OF MARRICKVILLE TOWN
HALL FORECOURT

(Olive/Phillips)

THAT:
1.

staff undertake a further report on the reduced scope of works including the
repaving of the forecourt with granite, removal of seating and sundry furnishings
to be replaced with wooden benches as shown by Councillor Olive, relocation of
the bus stop;

2.

Council write to the local RSL Club or Heritage Society to seek their opinions on
the possible removal of the tree around the War Memorial; and

3.

staff investigate funding options through Federal grant funding for infrastructure
as part of the report.
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Motion Tied
For Motion:
Against Motion:
Absent:

Councillors Kontellis, Macri, Olive, Peters and Phillips
Councillors Iskandar, O'Sullivan, Thanos, Tsardoulias and Wright
Councillor Hanna

The Chairperson used his Casting Vote and the MOTION was lost.

Motion:

(Tsardoulias/Macri)

THAT:
1.

staff investigate funding options through Federal Stimulus or other grant funding
for infrastructure and consider this for inclusion in the 2012/13 Budget; and

2.

considers an allocation of $20,000 in the 2012-13 budget process to fund a
master plan study for the Marrickville Town Hall forecourt area so that it can be
undertaken in conjunction with an upcoming Public Domain Study and
Marrickville Road Master Plan.

Motion Lost
For Motion:
Against Motion:
Absent:

Motion:

Councillors Iskandar, Macri, O'Sullivan and Tsardoulias
Councillors Olive, Kontellis, Peters, Phillips, Thanos and Wright
Councillor Hanna

(Wright/Thanos)

THAT:
1.

2.

Council investigate sources of Federal funding and other grant money for further
improvement projects to Marrickville. The Council review the list of major
potential infrastructure projects including the upgrade redevelopment of the
forecourt of Marrickville Town Hall; and
if grant money is not available, the staff come back to Council with a reduced
costed plan for Marrickville Town Hall Forecourt.

Motion Carried
For Motion:
Against Motion:
Absent:

C1111(2) Item 2
Public speaker:

Councillors Iskandar, Kontellis, O'Sullivan, Peters, Phillips, Thanos
and Wright
Councillors Macri, Olive and Tsardoulias
Councillor Hanna

SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT - APPLICATION FOR SPECIAL
RATE VARIATION FOR NEW MARRICKVILLE LIBRARY
Helayne Short

Amendment: (Thanos/Phillips)
THAT the following point be deleted from the Motion (point 1 of the recommendation as it
appears on page 26 of the Business Paper):
•

Council resolves not to lodge a Special Rate Variation application under s508(2) in
2012/13 to assist in funding a new library.

Amendment Carried
For Motion:
Councillors Iskandar, Kontellis, Olive, O'Sullivan, Peters, Phillips,
Thanos and Wright
Against Motion:
Councillors Hanna, Macri and Tsardoulias
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Motion:

(Macri/Tsardoulias)

THAT Council:
1.

supports the continuation of consultation with all stakeholders regarding the design
and funding, partly through a Special Rate Variation, of a new library on the
Marrickville hospital site incorporating the existing heritage hospital building and on
the location and design of associated open space;

2.

amends the current design consultation strategy including the exhibition of the
submitted design concepts to enable consultation to extend until February 2012 with
a report back to Council in March 2012; and

3.

requests a further report on the outcomes of consultation regarding a Special Rate
Variation in June 2012.

Motion Carried
For Motion:
Against Motion:

C1111(2) Item 3
Motion:

Councillors Hanna, Iskandar, Macri, Olive, O'Sullivan, Peters, Phillips,
Thanos, Tsardoulias and Wright
Councillor Kontellis

RESPONSE TO NOTICE OF MOTION C0511 ITEM 5
HERITAGE AND HISTORY PLANNING SERVICES

(O’Sullivan/Wright)

Council acknowledges evidence of the hard work and welcomes information on the planned
initiatives of the new Library and History Services Team. In particular we note
•
•
•
•
•

a timely focus on migration history,
the innovative project on the histories of Marrickville’s religious communities, and
preliminary steps towards work on Marrickville’s theatrical and entertainment history;
joint projects planned with the Heritage Society;
overdue improvements to the archives due to increased expert staff.

Council endorses the more specific focus on promotions of the Heritage Promotions
Committee. We believe that the Committee needs to provide advice on the major
promotional events during History week, as well as the Medal. This will entail a smaller
number of more focused meetings but more than the two proposed in the paper.
Many of the people interested in heritage and history in Marrickville remain concerned, rightly
or wrongly, that the profile of History Services remains diminished in comparison with the
traditions set previous years. Poor participation in the Heritage Promotions Committee is
evidence of this, as well as the low attendance at some events noted in the paper.
Council therefore requests the History team to coordinate an invitation based community
forum early in 2012 to provide advice on future vision directions and priorities for History
Services in Marrickville. While the forum should be open, invitees should include local
heritage and local history experts and community groups with a direct interest in the social
impacts of heritage.
The outcomes of the Forum should be reported to Council and incorporated where possible
into the vision, planning and priorities of History and Library Services.
Motion Carried
For Motion:
Against Motion:
Absent:

Councillors Iskandar, Kontellis, Macri, Olive, O'Sullivan, Peters,
Phillips, Thanos, Tsardoulias and Wright
Nil
Councillor Hanna
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C1111(2) Item 4
Public speakers:
Motion:

HERITAGE STUDY REVIEW AND SCOPING REPORT
Olga Gruzdeff and Helayne Short

(O’Sullivan/Tsardoulias)

THAT:
1.

2.

3.

Council resolve to undertake a heritage review in broad accordance with Option 2
with the heritage assessment of Hoskins Park and environs in Dulwich Hill being
preferably undertaken and funded by savings within the existing Planning Services
budget and Projects 1& 2 within Option 2 subject to the allocation of funds for this
study as part of the 2012/13 budget process;
noting that few heritage Items and no conservation areas have been nominated in
the Southern part of the municipality, Council officers provide a further report to
Council as soon as possible indicating ways in which items and areas in
Marrickville’s Southern area-defined as South of the railway Line - can be included
in Option 3, even if only as preliminary work; and
that the supplementary report also provide more specific estimates for the work, to
enable proper consideration as an item in the 2012/13 budget.

Motion Carried
For Motion:
Against Motion:

C1111(2) Item 5

Motion:

Councillors Hanna, Iskandar, Macri, O'Sullivan, Thanos, Tsardoulias
and Wright
Councillors Kontellis, Olive, Peters and Phillips

ADOPTION OF THE DRAFT BIODIVERSITY STRATEGY
2011-2021, BIODIVERSITY ACTION PLAN 2011-2015 AND
APPENDICES

(Thanos/Peters)

THAT Council adopts the final Biodiversity Strategy 2011-2021, the Biodiversity Action Plan
2011-2015; and associated Appendices.
Motion Carried
For Motion:
Against Motion:
Absent:

C1111(2) Item 6
Motion:
THAT:
1.

Councillors Iskandar, Kontellis, Macri, Olive, O'Sullivan, Peters,
Phillips, Thanos, Tsardoulias and Wright
Nil
Councillor Hanna

ADOPTION OF AN AMENDED PLAN OF MANAGEMENT
FOR DENISON ROAD PLAYGROUND

(Thanos/Tsardoulias)
Council adopt the amended Community Land Plan of Management for Denison
Road Playground at ATTACHMENT 1;

2.

revoke all previous Plans of Management for Denison Road Playground; and

3.

Consider the allocation of funds for the proposed remediation works as part of the
2012/13 budget process.

Motion Carried
For Motion:
Against Motion:
Absent:

Councillors Iskandar, Kontellis, Macri, Olive, O'Sullivan, Peters,
Phillips, Thanos, Tsardoulias and Wright
Nil
Councillor Hanna
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C1111(2) Item 7
Motion:

PEDESTRIAN, CYCLIST & TRAFFIC CALMING ADVISORY
COMMITTEE MEETING HELD TUESDAY 18 OCTOBER 2011

(Tsardoulias/Thanos)

THAT, with the exception of Item B1, the remaining recommendations in Sections B and C of
the Pedestrian, Cyclist & Traffic Calming Advisory Committee held on Tuesday 18 October
2011 be adopted.
Motion Carried
For Motion:
Against Motion:
Absent:

Councillors Iskandar, Kontellis, Macri, Olive, O'Sullivan, Peters,
Phillips, Thanos, Tsardoulias and Wright
Nil
Councillor Hanna

Item B1 of C1111(2) Item 7
Motion:

(Olive/Peters)

THAT Council proceed with the raised level crossing at the intersection of Gleeson Street
and Railway Road, Sydenham.
Motion Tied
For Motion:
Against Motion:
Absent:

Councillors Kontellis, Olive, Peters and Thanos
Councillors Iskandar, O'Sullivan, Tsardoulias and Wright
Councillors Hanna, Macri and Phillips

The Chairperson used his Casting Vote and the MOTION was lost.
C1111(2) Item 8
Motion:

QUARTERLY FINANCE REVIEW FOR THE PERIOD ENDED
30 SEPTEMBER 2011

(Tsardoulias/Wright)

THAT:
1.
2.

the report be received and noted; and
Council approve the variations identified as matters requiring budget adjustments.

Motion Carried
For Motion:
Against Motion:
Absent:
C1111(2) Item 9

Councillors Iskandar, Kontellis, Macri, Olive, O'Sullivan, Peters,
Phillips, Thanos, Tsardoulias and Wright
Nil
Councillor Hanna
FURTHER REPORT ON REVIEW ON THE PAYMENT OF
COUNCILLOR EXPENSES AND FACILITIES POLICY FOR
COUNCILLORS

Motion:
(Tsardoulias/O’Sullivan)
THAT:
1. the report be received and noted; and
2. Council adopt the draft Payment of Expenses and Provision of Facilities to
Councillors Policy at Attachment 1 of the report.
Motion Carried
For Motion:
Against Motion:
Absent:

Councillors Iskandar, Kontellis, Macri, Olive, O'Sullivan, Peters,
Phillips, Thanos, Tsardoulias and Wright
Nil
Councillor Hanna
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C1111(2) Item 10
Motion:

STATUS UPDATE - PETITIONS RECEIVED FOR THE
PERIOD 29 SEPTEMBER TO 1 NOVEMBER 2011

(Macri/Thanos)

THAT the report be received and noted.
Motion Carried
For Motion:
Against Motion:
Absent:

Councillors Iskandar, Kontellis, Macri, Olive, O'Sullivan, Peters,
Phillips, Thanos, Tsardoulias and Wright
Nil
Councillor Hanna

C1111(2) Item 11
Motion:

COUNCILLORS ACCESS TO INFORMATION OCTOBER 2011

(Iskandar/Wright)

THAT the report be received and noted.
Motion Carried
For Motion:
Against Motion:
Absent:

Councillors Iskandar, Kontellis, Macri, Olive, O'Sullivan, Peters,
Phillips, Thanos, Tsardoulias and Wright
Nil
Councillor Hanna

C1111(2) Item 12
Motion:

STATUS UPDATES - RESOLUTIONS OF COUNCIL

(Iskandar/Macri)

THAT the report be received and noted.
Motion Carried
For Motion:
Against Motion:
Absent:

C1111(2) Item 13
Motion:

Councillors Iskandar, Kontellis, Macri, Olive, O'Sullivan, Peters,
Phillips, Thanos, Tsardoulias and Wright
Nil
Councillor Hanna

DISTRIBUTION OF THE COUNCIL RATE BURDEN

(Thanos/Iskandar)

THAT Council investigate the issue of disproportionate distribution of the rate burden
between Councils different rating categories and make suggestions that could be considered
to address these disparities (if any).
Motion Carried
For Motion:
Against Motion:
Absent:

Councillors Iskandar, Kontellis, Macri, Olive, O'Sullivan, Peters,
Phillips, Thanos, Tsardoulias and Wright
Nil
Councillor Hanna
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REPORTS WITH CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION
C1111(2) Item 14
Motion:

TENDER 11/11 EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST FOR
LANDSCAPE CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS

(Tsardoulias/O’Sullivan)

THAT:
1.

Council resolve that ATTACHMENT 1 to the report be treated as confidential in
accordance with Section 11(3) of the Local Government Act 1993, as it relates to a
matter specified in Section 10A(2) of the Local Government Act 1993, and as such is
to be treated as confidential.

2.

the Tenderers recommended in Confidential ATTACHMENT 1 be eligible for
prequalification to tender for landscape construction projects for a period of up to 5
years subject to satisfactory performance.

Motion Carried
For Motion:
Against Motion:
Absent:

Councillors Iskandar, Kontellis, Macri, Olive, O'Sullivan, Peters,
Phillips, Thanos, Tsardoulias and Wright
Nil
Councillor Hanna

Meeting closed at 9.58pm.

CHAIRPERSON
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Item No:

C1211(1) Item 1

Subject:

43-45 AUSTRALIA STREET, CAMPERDOWN

File Ref:

DA201100437-03/66313.11

Item 1

Council Meeting
6 December 2011

Prepared By: Ali Hammoud - Senior Development Assessment Officer (Planning)
SYNOPSIS

The development application relates to a type of development that the Minister of Planning has
categorised as being of regional significance. The Sydney East Joint Regional Planning Panel
is the consent authority for the purposes of determining the application.
Council officers have carried out an assessment of the application and the Council officer’s
report on the application has been forwarded to the Sydney East Joint Regional Planning
Panel for the Regional Panel’s consideration. A copy of the Council Officer’s assessment
report on the development application is ATTACHED to the rear of this report as
ATTACHMENT 1. The officer’s report recommends refusal of the application.
The matter has been set down for hearing by the panel on Tuesday 13 December 2011 at the
offices of the NSW Department of Planning and Infrastructure’s Planning Assessment
Commission located at Thakral House, Level 13, 301 George Street, Sydney at 12 noon.
The matter is referred to the Council for information and the Council needs to determine
whether it wishes to make a submission to the Panel in relation to the proposal, and if so, the
contents of such submission.

1.

Background

A development application (DA201100437) was submitted to Council on 9 September 2011,
seeking consent to carry out alterations and additions to the existing building on the site for its
adaptive reuse for the purpose of student accommodation, comprising a total of 12 multiple
occupancy rooms and 111 single occupancy rooms, to accommodate up to a total of 154
residents, and a manager’s residence pursuant to the heritage conservation incentives
provisions contained in Clause 54 of Marrickville Local Environmental Plan 2001.
Council officers have carried out an assessment of the application and the Council officer’s
report on the application has been forwarded to the Sydney East Joint Regional Planning
Panel for the Regional Panel’s consideration. The officer’s report recommends refusal of the
application.
A copy of the report prepared by Council Officers on the application for the Joint Regional
Planning Panel’s consideration is ATTACHED to the rear of this report as ATTACHMENT 1.
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This report concerns a development application to carry out alterations and additions to the
existing building on the site for its adaptive reuse for the purpose of student accommodation,
comprising a total of 12 multiple occupancy rooms and 111 single occupancy rooms, to
accommodate up to a total of 154 residents, and a manager’s residence pursuant to the
heritage conservation incentives provisions contained in Clause 54 of Marrickville Local
Environmental Plan 2001.
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2.

Council representation to a Joint Regional Planning Panel

Section 4.6 of the Department of Planning and Infrastructure’s “Procedures for the operation of
Joint Regional Planning Panels” relates to “Council representation to the Regional Panel”.
That section of the Procedures reads as follows:
“4.6 Council representation to the Regional Panel
A council may make a submission on a development application that is to be determined
by a Regional Panel during and up to seven (7) days before the Panel Meeting. The
applicant may consider it appropriate to provide a briefing to council prior to the council
framing its submission to the Panel.

43-45 Australia Street, Camperdown

The council submission should be forwarded to the Panel Secretariat. A Regional Panel
will give consideration to a council submission in its determination of the application. A
council submission, however, is not a matter that must be specifically addressed in the
assessment report or recommendations prepared by the council staff.”
3.

Conclusion

The Panel Secretariat has advised that the matter has been scheduled for hearing by the Joint
Regional Planning Panel on Tuesday 13 December 2011 at the offices of the NSW
Department of Planning and Infrastructure’s Planning Assessment Commission located at
Thakral House, Level 13, 301 George Street, Sydney at 12 noon.
Council needs to determine whether it wishes to make a submission to the Panel in relation to
the proposal, and if so, the contents of such submission. It should be noted that specific time
constraints apply to the Council making a submission on a development application that is
required to be determined by a Joint Regional Planning Panel.
Under the Department of Planning and Infrastructure’s “Procedures for the operation of Joint
Regional Planning Panels” any submission that the Council make in relation to the proposal
must be received by Panel Secretariat no later than 6 December 2011 on the basis of the
matter being considered by the Panel on 13 December 2011. The Panel Secretariat has
advised that it will accept Council’s submission on 7 December 2011.

RECOMMENDATION
THAT Council determine whether it wishes to make a submission to the Panel in relation to the
proposal, and if so, the contents of such submission.

Judy Clark
Manager, Development Assessment

ATTACHMENTS
1. Officer's Assessment Report on the Development Application
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Report No:

C1211(1) Item 2

Subject:

PEDESTRIAN, CYCLIST & TRAFFIC CALMING ADVISORY COMMITTEE
MEETING HELD TUESDAY 15 NOVEMBER 2011

File Ref:

3337/65478.11

Prepared By: George Tsaprounis - Traffic Engineer

SYNOPSIS
The Pedestrian, Cyclist & Traffic Calming Advisory Committee held a meeting on Tuesday 18
October 2011 to discuss 15 items.

RECOMMENDATION
THAT the recommendations in Section B and Section C of the Pedestrian, Cyclist &
Traffic Calming Advisory Committee held on Tuesday 15 November 2011 be adopted.

DISCUSSION
The minutes of the Pedestrian, Cyclist & Traffic Calming Advisory Committee (PCTCAC)
Meeting (ATTACHMENT 1) summarise the discussion which occurred at the meeting and
recommendations for adoption.
Section A of the business paper relates to Town Planning and Development matters referred
to the Committee for technical advice and comment relating to traffic issues.
Recommendations of the PCTCAC are submitted for consideration by Council’s Development
Assessment Section in formulating consent conditions and recommendations concerning
developments. No items were considered in Section A.
Section B and Section C of the business paper relates to traffic and parking matters
respectively. Recommendations of the PCTCAC are submitted for consideration and adoption
by Council.

RECOMMENDATION
THAT the recommendations in Section B and Section C of the Pedestrian, Cyclist &
Traffic Calming Advisory Committee held on Tuesday 15 Novemer 2011 be adopted.
Neil Strickland
Director, Infrastructure Services

ATTACHMENTS
1. Minutes Pedestrian, Cyclist and Traffic Calming Advisory Committee 15 November 2011
2. Agenda Pedestrian, Cyclist and Traffic Calming Advisory Committee 15 November 2011
(circulated as separate document)
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MINUTES OF THE PEDESTRIAN, CYCLIST AND TRAFFIC CALMING ADVISORY COMMITTEE
HELD ON TUESDAY 15 NOVEMBER 2011
THE MEETING COMMENCED AT 1.32 PM
PRESENT
Committee representatives:
Clr Mary O'Sullivan
Ms Maria Katsogiannis
Mr Nicolas Kocoski
Cst Stuart L Owen

Councillor, South Ward (Chair)
Representative for Carmel Tebbutt MP
Member for Marrickville
Roads and Maritime Services (RMS)
Newtown Police

Councillors and Officers in attendance:
Mr Roger Castle
Mr Wal Petschler
Mr George Tsaprounis
Mr Ramy Selim
Ms. Clara Welsh
Ms Tina Zhou

State Transit Authority
Council's Manager, Design and Investigation
Council's Traffic Engineer
Council's Traffic Officer
Council's Administration Assistant
From the office of Carmel Tebbutt MP

Visitors:
Nil
1. Apologies
Clr Sam Iskander
Clr Morris Hanna OAM
Ms Maria Pasten
L S/C Stephen Flanagan
Cst Denis Maher
Mr Peter Whitney
Ms Jennifer Adams

Deputy Mayor, Central Ward
Mayor, South Ward
Representative for Linda Burney MP
Member for Canterbury
Marrickville Police
Marrickville Police
State Transit Authority
Traffic Officer

2. Disclosures of Interest
Nil

Attachment 1

3. Council resolution relating to Pedestrian, Cyclist and Traffic Calming Advisory
Committee Meeting minutes of meeting held Tuesday 18 October 2011.
The Pedestrian, Cyclist and Traffic Calming Advisory Committee's recommendations of its meeting
held on Tuesday 18 October 2011 were adopted at Council’s meeting held on Tuesday 15
November 2011.
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4. Agenda Items
SECTION "A" - TOWN PLANNING MATTERS
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No items in this Section.
SECTION “B” - TRAFFIC MATTERS
Item No:
Subject:
File Ref:
Author:

B1
TRAFFIC COMMITTEE MEETING SCHEDULE FOR 2012
14532-08
Ramy Selim – Traffic Officer

Synopsis
The proposed schedule of the Pedestrian, Cyclist and Traffic Calming Advisory Committee
meetings has been prepared for the 2012 calendar year. It is recommended that the proposed
meeting schedule be received and noted.
Traffic Committee Discussion
The Committee members agreed with the Officer’s recommendation.
Officer's Recommendation:
THAT the proposed schedule of meetings of the Pedestrian, Cyclist and Traffic Calming Advisory
Committee for the 2012 calendar year be received and noted.
Traffic Committee Recommendation:
THAT the Officer's recommendation be adopted.
For Motion:
Item No:
Subject:
File Ref:
Author:

Unanimous
B2
UNION STREET, TEMPE (SOUTH WARD)
APPROVAL OF ‘NO RIGHT TURN’ FROM PRINCES HIGHWAY
3479
George Tsaprounis - Traffic Engineer

Council has now received an approval of the Traffic Management Plan (TMP) for the proposal to
implement a full time ‘No Right Turn’ ban from the Princes Highway into Union Street from the
Roads and Maritime Services (RMS). As a condition of the implementation of the “No Right Turn”
into Union Street, the RMS has requested a Right Turn Phase from the Princes Highway into Smith
Street.
The Traffic Signal Plan has been amended accordingly and resubmitted to the RMS for approval.
A contractor is to be engaged once this approval is given. The road closure on Union Street is to
be removed once the removal of the ‘No Right Turn’ is completed in accordance with Council’s
resolution.
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Traffic Committee Discussion
The Committee members agreed with the Officer’s recommendation.
Officer's Recommendation:
THAT the report be received and noted.

Traffic Committee Recommendation:
THAT the Officer's recommendation be adopted.

For Motion:

Unanimous

Item No:
Subject:

B3
UNION STREET, TEMPE (SOUTH WARD)
PROPOSED TWO-WAY SECTION OF UNION STREET BETWEEN BROOKLYN
LANE & PRINCES HIGHWAY
3479
George Tsaprounis - Traffic Engineer

File Ref:
Author:

Synopsis
For Council to consider a report on the implications of making a section of Union Street two-way,
between Brooklyn Lane and the Princes Highway and allowing for a right hand turn into the Princes
Highway from Union Street, Tempe.
It is recommended that Council not proceed with the proposal to make the section of Union Street
between Brooklyn Lane and the Princes Highway two-way.
Traffic Committee Discussion
Council’s Traffic Engineer summarised the contents of the report and outlined the advantages and
disadvantages of the proposal.
The RMS’ representative supported the Officer’s recommendation not to proceed with the proposal
to provide a two-way section of Union Street, between Brooklyn Lane & Princes Highway and to
not allow for a right hand turn into the Princes Highway from Union Street.

Attachment 1

He raised his concern with vehicles turning left from Princes Highway into Union Street will be
crossing the road centreline due to limited lane width. He also raised concerns with a split
approach signal operation (i.e. a green phase), at Union Street and Smith Street, as it will reduce
the efficiency of this intersection on Princes Highway.
He also stated that an existing shop awning on Princes Highway and a Large Telstra pit may need
to be modified to accommodate the traffic signal posts and get the signal hardware installed.
He further stated that making this section of Union Street two-way will encourage more traffic to
travel on Brooklyn and Zuitton lanes, which are not intended to carry through traffic. He also stated
that vehicles coming out of Union Street onto Princes Highway will have sight distance issues with
pedestrians. The option for a red arrow and pedestrian crossing phase will further add to the
reduction of capacity and efficiency of the intersection.
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The Committee members were advised that the RMS has jurisdiction over all matters on roads
within 30 metres from traffic signals. The RMS’ representative stated that this intersection is also
located on a State Road and the costs associated with works to modify the intersection will need to
be considered. The RMS will not support this proposal.
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The Committee members agreed with the Officer’s recommendation.
Officer's Recommendation:
THAT Council NOT proceed with the proposal to provide a two-way section of Union Street,
between Brooklyn Lane & Princes Highway, Tempe.
Traffic Committee Recommendation:
THAT the Officer's recommendation be adopted.

For Motion:

Unanimous

SECTION "C" - PARKING MATTERS

Item No:
Subject:
File Ref:
Author:

C1.1
CAMDEN STREET, NEWTOWM (NORTH WARD)
REQUEST FOR MOBILITY PARKING SPACE OUTSIDE PROPERTY No. 57
S0740-02
Jenny Li – Traffic Officer

Synopsis
A request has been received from a resident of Camden Street, Newtown for the provision of a
dedicated mobility parking space outside their residence. It is recommended that a 'Mobility
Parking' space be approved as the applicant's condition necessitates the use of a wheelchair for
mobility and their off-street parking space is not wide enough for use by people with a disability.
Traffic Committee Discussion
The Committee members agreed with the Officer’s recommendation.
Officer's Recommendation:

A dedicated 'Mobility Parking' space be approved on the eastern side of Simmons Street,
Newtown, at the side boundary of property No. 57 Camden Street and adjacent to the existing ‘No
Stopping’ restrictions, subject to:
a. The operation of the dedicated parking space be valid for twelve (12) months from the date of
installation;
b. The applicant advising Council of any changes in circumstances affecting the need for the
special parking space; and
c. The applicant be requested to furnish a medical certificate and current mobility permit justifying
the need for the mobility parking space for its continuation after each 12 month period.
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THAT;
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Traffic Committee Recommendation:
THAT the Officer's recommendation be adopted.

For Motion:

Unanimous

Item No:
Subject:

C1.2
LINCOLN STREET, STANMORE (NORTH WARD)
REQUEST FOR MOBILITY PARKING SPACE OUTSIDE PROPERTY No. 34
S2920-02
Jenny Li – Traffic Officer

File Ref:
Author:

Synopsis
A request has been received from a resident Lincoln Street, Stanmore for the provision of a
dedicated mobility parking space outside their residence. It is recommended that a 'Mobility
Parking' space be approved as the applicant's condition necessitates the use of a wheelchair for
mobility and their off-street parking space is not wide enough for use by people with a disability.
Traffic Committee Discussion
The Committee members agreed with the Officer’s recommendation.
Officer's Recommendation:
THAT;
A dedicated 'Mobility Parking' space be approved on the northern side of Rosevear Street,
Stanmore, at the side boundary of property No. 34 Lincoln Street, subject to:
a. The operation of the dedicated parking space be valid for twelve (12) months from the date of
installation;
b. The applicant advising Council of any changes in circumstances affecting the need for the
special parking space; and
c. The applicant be requested to furnish a medical certificate and current mobility permit justifying
the need for the mobility parking space for its continuation after each 12 month period.
Traffic Committee Recommendation:

Attachment 1

THAT the Officer's recommendation be adopted.

For Motion:

Unanimous
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Item No:
Subject:
File Ref:
Author:

C1.3
LIVINGSTONE ROAD, MARRICKVILLE (CENTRAL WARD)
REQUEST FOR MOBILITY PARKING SPACE OUTSIDE PROPERTY No. 127
S2960-03
Jenny Li – Traffic Officer
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Synopsis
A request has been received from a resident of Livingstone Road, Marrickville for the provision of a
dedicated mobility parking space outside their residence. It is recommended that a 'Mobility
Parking' space not be approved as the applicant's property has an off-street parking facility which
is considered to be adequate for people with a disability.
Traffic Committee Discussion
The Committee members agreed with the Officer’s recommendation.
Officer's Recommendation:
THAT a dedicated 'Mobility Parking' space NOT be approved outside 127 Livingstone Road,
Marrickville, as the applicant's property has an off-street parking facility which is considered to be
adequate for people with a disability.
Traffic Committee Recommendation:
THAT the Officer's recommendation be adopted.

For Motion:

Unanimous

Item No:
Subject:

C1.4
BRIGHT STREET, MARRICKVILLE (CENTRAL WARD)
REQUEST FOR MOBILITY PARKING SPACE OUTSIDE PROPERTY No. 21
S0580-01
Jenny Li – Traffic Officer

File Ref:
Author:

Synopsis

Traffic Committee Discussion
The Committee members agreed with the Officer’s recommendation.
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A request has been received from a resident Bright Street, Marrickville for the provision of a
dedicated mobility parking space outside their residence. It is recommended that a 'Mobility
Parking' space be approved as the applicant's condition necessitates the use of a wheelchair for
mobility and their off-street parking space is not wide enough for use by people with a disability.
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Officer's Recommendation:
THAT a dedicated 'Mobility Parking' space be approved on the eastern side of Bright Street,
Marrickville, outside of property No. 21, subject to:
a. The operation of the dedicated parking space be valid for twelve (12) months from the date of
installation;
b. The applicant advising Council of any changes in circumstances affecting the need for the
special parking space; and
c. The applicant be requested to furnish a medical certificate and current mobility permit justifying
the need for the mobility parking space for its continuation after each 12 month period.
Traffic Committee Recommendation:
THAT the Officer's recommendation be adopted.

For Motion:

Unanimous

Item No:
Subject:

C1.5
ENGLAND AVENUE, MARRICKVILLE (CENTRAL WARD)
REQUEST FOR MOBILITY PARKING SPACE OUTSIDE PROPERTY No.35
S1600-02
Jenny Li – Traffic Officer

File Ref:
Author:

Synopsis
A request has been received from a resident of England Avenue, Marrickville for the provision of a
dedicated mobility parking space outside their residence. It is recommended that a 'Mobility
Parking' space not be approved as the applicant's property has an off-street parking facility and the
applicant's condition dose not necessitate the use of a wheelchair for mobility.
Traffic Committee Discussion
The Committee members agreed with the Officer’s recommendation.
Officer's Recommendation:

Attachment 1

THAT a dedicated 'Mobility Parking' space NOT be approved outside 35 England Avenue,
Marrickville, as the applicant's property has an off-street parking facility and the applicant's
condition dose not necessitate the use of a wheelchair for mobility.
Traffic Committee Recommendation:
THAT the Officer's recommendation be adopted.

For Motion:

Unanimous
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Item No:
Subject:
File Ref:
Author:

C1.6
ALICE STREET, NEWTOWM (NORTH WARD)
REQUEST FOR MOBILITY PARKING SPACE OUTSIDE PROPERTY No. 125
S0150-02
Jenny Li – Traffic Officer

Item 2
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Synopsis
A request has been received from a resident of Alice Street, Newtown for the provision of a
dedicated mobility parking space outside their residence. It is recommended that a 'Mobility
Parking' space be approved as the applicant's property does not have an off-street parking facility
and the applicant's condition necessitates the use of a wheelchair for mobility.
Traffic Committee Discussion
The Committee members agreed with the Officer’s recommendation.
Officer's Recommendation:
THAT a dedicated 'Mobility Parking' space be approved on the northern side of Alice Street,
Newtown, outside of property No. 125, subject to:
a. The operation of the dedicated parking space be valid for twelve (12) months from the date of
installation;
b. The applicant advising Council of any changes in circumstances affecting the need for the
special parking space; and
c. The applicant be requested to furnish a medical certificate and current mobility permit justifying
the need for the mobility parking space for its continuation after each 12 month period.
Traffic Committee Recommendation:

For Motion:

Unanimous

Item No:
Subject:

C2
ALBERT STREET, PETERSHAM (CENTRAL WARD)
PROPOSED STATUTORY ‘NO STOPPING’ RESTRICTIONS
S0070-02
Ramy Selim – Traffic Officer

File Ref:
Author:

Synopsis
A request has been received from a resident of Albert Street, Petersham, for the installation of ‘No
Parking’ signs on both sides of the street at its intersection with Stanmore Road, to control illegal
parking and double parking. It is recommended that the installation of the statutory ‘No Stopping’
restrictions on both sides of Albert Street for a distance of 10 metres from its intersection with
Stanmore Road, be approved, to deter illegal parking and increase safety at this location.
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THAT the Officer's recommendation be adopted.
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Traffic Committee Discussion
The Committee members agreed with the Officer’s recommendation.
Officer's Recommendation:
THAT the installation of the statutory ‘No Stopping’ restrictions on both sides of Albert Street for a
distance of 10 metres from its intersection with Stanmore Road, Petersham be APPROVED, to
deter illegal parking and increase safety at this location.
Traffic Committee Recommendation:
THAT the Officer's recommendation be adopted.

For Motion:

Unanimous

Item No:
Subject:

C3
BEDFORD STREET, NEWTOWN (NORTH WARD)
PROPOSED STATUTORY ‘NO STOPPING’ RESTRICTIONS
S0420-02
Ramy Selim - Traffic Officer

File Ref:
Author:

Synopsis
A request has been received from Council’s Team Leader, Ranger Services for the installation of
‘No Stopping’ signs on Bedford Street, Newtown at its junctions with a number of streets, to deter
illegal parking and increase safety.
It is recommended that the statutory 'No Stopping' restrictions be installed on the northern side of
Bedford Street for a distance of 10 metres from its intersections with Station Street, Chelmsford
Street and Probert Street, Newtown, to deter illegal parking and improve sight lines at these
locations.
Traffic Committee Discussion
The Committee members agreed with the Officer’s recommendation.
Officer's Recommendation:

Attachment 1

THAT the statutory 'No Stopping' restrictions be installed on the northern side of Bedford Street for
a distance of 10 metres from its intersections with Station Street, Chelmsford Street and Probert
Street, Newtown, to deter illegal parking and improve sight lines for turning motorists at these
locations.
Traffic Committee Recommendation:
THAT the Officer's recommendation be adopted.

For Motion:

Unanimous
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C4
THOMAS STREET, LEWISHAM (CENTRAL WARD)
REQUEST FOR RESIDENT PARKING RESTRICTIONS – RESIDENT
SURVEY RESULTS
S4800-02
Ramy Selim –Traffic Officer
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Synopsis
Following a petition received from residents of Thomas Street, Lewisham for the provision of
Resident Parking Scheme on the western side of their street, a resident questionnaire survey was
undertaken to obtain the opinion of residents and the results of the survey are presented in this
report for the Committee to consider.
The resident consultation period was not completed at the time of printing this report and the
results of the survey will be tabled at the Committee meeting for consideration.

Traffic Committee Discussion
The Committee members were advised that only two survey forms were returned by residents at
the conclusion of the consultation period. Council Officers advised that there is a delay in receiving
the completed survey forms and suggested that this item be deferred for further consideration of
the survey results.
Committee members agreed to defer its recommendations until further consideration of the results
of the community consultation is undertaken by Council Officers.
Officer's Recommendation:
To be determined at the Committee meeting, following the consideration of the results of the
resident consultation.
Traffic Committee Recommendation:
THAT the matter be DEFERRED until further consideration of the results of the community
consultation is undertaken by Council Officers.
Unanimous

Attachment 1

For Motion:
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Item No:
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File Ref:
Author:

C5
RENWICK STREET, MARRICKVILLE (SOUTH WARD)
REQUEST FOR ‘NO STOPPING’ RESTRICTIONS
S3970-02
Jenny Li – Traffic Officer

Synopsis
A request has been received from a business owner on Renwick Street, Marrickville for the
provision of ‘No Stopping’ signs at the eastern end of Renwick Street (i.e. cul-de-sac end), as
vehicles are being parked across driveways and affecting a business. It is recommended that the
installation of 'No Stopping' restrictions around the cul-de-sac be approved, to deter illegal parking
and improve access to off-street loading and parking facilities.
Traffic Committee Discussion
The Committee members agreed with the Officer’s recommendation.
Officer's Recommendation:
THAT;
1. The installation of 'No Stopping' restrictions at the cul-de-sac end of Renwick Street,
Marrickville be APPROVED, to deter illegal parking and improve access to loading and parking
facilities. The proposed ‘No Stopping’ restrictions are to commence at 1 metre east of the
driveway of Silver Smash and Mechanical Repairs on northern side of Renwick Street and
extend across the driveway of property No. 154 on the southern side); and
2. “90o angle parking – Rear to kerb – Vehicles under 6m only – Park in bays only” signage be
APPROVED for the indented car parking spaces within the cul-de-sac in Renwick Street,
Marrickville.
Traffic Committee Recommendation:
THAT the Officer's recommendation be adopted.

For Motion:

Unanimous

Item No:
Subject:

C6
BRIGHTON STREET, PETERSHAM (NORTH WARD)
PROPOSED STATUTORY ‘NO STOPPING’ RESTRICTIONS
S0590-01
Ramy Selim – Traffic Officer

Attachment 1

File Ref:
Author:

Synopsis
A request has been received from a resident of Station Street, Petersham, regarding illegal parking
in Brighton Street at its junctions with Station Street and The Avenue. It is recommended that the
installation of the statutory ‘No Stopping’ restrictions on Brighton Street for a distance of 10 metres
from its intersections with Station Street and The Avenue be approved to deter illegal parking and
increase safety at these locations.
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Agenda Pedestrian, Cyclist and Traffic Calming
Advisory Committee 15 November 2011
(circulated as separate document)
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C1211(1) Item 3

Subject:

BOARDING HOUSES AND HOMELESSNESS IN MARRICKVILLE
ROUNDTABLE

File Ref:

3905/64758.11

Prepared By: Dina Petrakis - Coordinator, Community Partnerships & Places
SYNOPSIS
Council is advised that following Council’s endorsement of the Boarding Houses and
Homelessness in Marrickville Report at the Council Meeting held on 11 October 2011 (Report
Number C1011 Item 2), Community Development staff convened a formal meeting of key
stakeholders. The stakeholder meeting took place on 27 October 2011 to scope next steps in
developing an alternative boarding house management model. Based on the findings outlined
in the Draft Boarding Houses and Homelessness in Marrickville Report, the purpose of the
meeting was to develop a research brief in which the key stakeholders will be willing to
participate.

RECOMMENDATION
THAT:
1.
2.
3.
4.

the report be received and noted;
Council support the Boarding House Network’s initiatives within current
resources;
Council and partners advocate for occupancy agreements and enforceable
minimum standards for boarding houses; and
Council make representations requesting the State Government legislate for the
compulsory registration and licensing of boarding houses and that full funding be
made available to local government to undertake this function.

BACKGROUND
At the Services Committee Meeting of 9 August 2011 (S0811 Item 1), Council resolved that:
1. the report and Draft Boarding Houses and Homelessness in Marrickville Report be
received and noted;
2. Council endorse the proposal to publicly exhibit the Draft Boarding Houses and
Homelessness in Marrickville Report during August – September 2011, and receive a
subsequent report back to Council in September 2011 following the public exhibit;
3. Council endorse the submission of the final version of the Draft Boarding Houses
and Homelessness in Marrickville Report to the Coastal Sydney Homelessness Action
Group for information only; and
4. Council endorse Community Development staff to convene a formal meeting of key
stakeholders in September – October 2011 to scope next steps in developing an
alternative boarding house model, following the findings outlined in the Draft Boarding
Houses and Homelessness in Marrickville Report, for the purpose of developing a
research brief in which the key stakeholders will be willing to participate.
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All points listed above were endorsed by Council.
Further, at the Council Meeting of 11 October 2011 (C1011 Item 2), Council resolved:
THAT Council make representations regarding Boarding Houses requesting that the State
Government:
1. Legislate to give tenancy rights to boarding house residents; and
2. Resource mechanisms by which rentals in new boarding house developments and the
upgrading of existing boarding houses are kept at affordable levels.

DISCUSSION
The minutes of the roundtable meeting on unlicensed boarding houses in Marrickville are
provided at Attachment 1.
A roundtable of 15 key stakeholders was held on 27 October 2011 to discuss the way forward
for unlicensed boarding houses in the LGA following the Boarding Houses and Homelessness
in Marrickville Report. Representatives from Marrickville Council departments, key community
organisations, government agencies, church and volunteer groups attended.
Models of management, collaboration and partnerships were discussed at the roundtable.
Outcomes of the meeting included:
•
•

•
•
•
•

that Council and partners continue to advocate for occupancy agreements and
enforceable minimum standards;
that the roundtable be extended to include a regular forum with Newtown
Neighbourhood Centre and the Baptist Community Services organising the next
network meeting in February 2012;
the creation of better referral pathways for boarding house clients, owners and
managers;
data sharing between agencies and service providers;
training for interested boarding house owners and managers; and
outreach programs and forums for boarding house owners and managers.

CONCLUSION
In line with recommendations endorsed by Council following the Boarding Houses and
Homelessness in Marrickville Report, Community Development staff successfully convened a
formal roundtable meeting of key stakeholders to discuss the way forward for unlicensed
boarding houses in Marrickville. A network of key service providers who connected at the
roundtable will meet in February 2012, to discuss how to further the outcomes of the
roundtable, including advocacy for occupancy agreements and enforceable minimum
standards; referral pathways for boarding house residents, owners and managers; data
sharing; and training and outreach programs for interested boarding house owners and
managers.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
Nil.
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OTHER STAFF COMMENTS
Not applicable

PUBLIC CONSULTATION
No applicable

RECOMMENDATION
THAT:
1.
2.
3.
4.

the report be received and noted;
Council support the Boarding House Network’s initiatives within current
resources;
Council and partners advocate for occupancy agreements and enforceable
minimum standards for boarding houses; and
Council make representations requesting the State Government legislate for the
compulsory registration and licensing of boarding houses and that full funding be
made available to local government to undertake this function.

Simone Schwarz
Director, Community Services

ATTACHMENTS
1. Minutes of Meeting 27 October 2011 RK Consulting Simone Parsons
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Roundtable on unlicensed boarding houses in Marrickville LGA - 27 October 2011
FACILITATOR: Simone Parsons, RK Consulting

MINUTE TAKERS: Simone Parsons, RK Consulting and Katrina Moriarty, Marrickville Council

ATTENDEES: Simone Schwarz (Director, Community Services, Marrickville Council); Dina Petrakis (Acting Manager, Community Development, Marrickville
Council); Robyn Moore (Co-ordinator Social Planning and Policy, Community Development, Marrickville Council); Katrina Moriarty (Freelance researcher and
writer, Community Development, Marrickville Council); Rebecca Lockart (Town Planner – Monitoring Services, Strategic Planner – Planning Services, Marrickville
Council); Lisa Burns (Executive Officer, Newtown Neighbourhood Centre); Paul Adabie (Manager, Boarding House Outreach Project, Newtown Neighbourhood
Centre); Joel De Freitas (Boarding House Outreach Project, Newtown Neighbourhood Centre); Phoenix Van Dyke (Inner Sydney Tenants’ Advice and Advocacy
Service); Constable Kerry Baker (Marrickville Local Area Command); Gerry Smith and Chris Ishikuza (Marrickville Mental Health Team); Sandra Crocombe,
Jonathon Harverson and Paul Kelly (Volunteers, St Vincent de Paul Conference, Marrickville); Elizabeth De Freitas (Tenants’ Union of NSW); Chris Green
Caseworker, Sustainable Living Program, Central Sydney Community Care, ANGLICARE, Diocese of Sydney; Bernard Cronin (Group Manager, Accommodation and
Community Development, Life Care Services, Baptist Community Services NSW & ACT); Ross Coleman (Group Manager, Community Development, Baptist
Community Services NSW & ACT); Laurie Besant (Manager, Baptist Community Services Crystal Street Community Shop); Ivy Yen (Acting Team Leader, Care
Connect); Brenda Bailey (Senior Policy Officer, NCOSS, and Member, Women In Prison Advocacy Network); Julia Murray (Inner West Tenants’ Service,
Marrickville Legal Centre); Julie Harrison (Manager, Metro Community Housing Cooperative).
Agenda Item

Discussion Points

1. Welcome
and
introductions

Simone Schwarz (Director, Community Services, Marrickville Council) welcomed everyone, and facilitated introductions.

2.
Background
to the
meeting

Simone Parsons (Facilitator, RK Consulting) identified the two main aims of the meeting: 1) extending conversations about unlicensed boarding
houses in Marrickville LGA, and 2) connecting partners in the community who share common goals of unlicensed boarding house reform and
shifting how unlicensed boarding houses are managed.
Marrickville Council’s research presented in the report Boarding houses and homelessness in Marrickville, has proposed two outcomes: the need
for establishing a network in the Marrickville LGA, and the development of an alternative model for boarding house management.
Council identifies this roundtable as an opportunity to establish working partnerships, as there is potential for multiple levels of response at both
state government and local government levels. The meeting acknowledged that local government resources and impact on State Government
reform are limited.

3. Overview
of legislative
reform for
boarding
houses in

Lisa Burns (Executive Officer – Newtown Neighbourhood Centre) provided an overview of the unlicensed boarding house sector and current
reforms in NSW.
Licensed boarding houses in NSW are covered by the Youth and Community Services Act 1973. Currently, there is no legislation covering
unlicensed boarding houses – all tenancy laws in NSW exclude unlicensed boarding house residents. There is no consistency of local government
laws and regulations across the state.
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NSW

Over the last decade, there has been a decline in the numbers of unlicensed boarding houses in NSW. There is also rapidly diminishing
affordable real estate stock and a resulting lack of affordable and appropriate housing overall.
Current legislation highlights fundamental flaws in the existing requirements for unlicensed boarding houses. Legislative reform can potentially
affect safety, security and welfare of vulnerable residents. The safety, security and welfare of some of our most vulnerable people should not be
dependent on the good will of owners and managers. This needs to be guaranteed through a strong legislative and monitoring framework. Good
practices need to be recognised and enforced.
The issue of unlicensed boarding house reform was tabled at NSW Parliament on 15 June 2011 by Clover Moore (Member for Sydney), and
Anthony Roberts’ (Minister, Fair Trading) response was tabled. Lisa referred to the following excerpt:
An interdepartmental committee chaired by the Department of Family and Community Services has been examining issues relating to boarding
houses from a whole-of-government perspective since 2008. One of the key issues being considered is how to better protect the rights of
residents of boarding houses. A principles-based approach may be the most appropriate solution to providing greater security and protection to
residents while at the same time ensuring that the viability of boarding house operators is not further diminished. Again, these issues are being
considered by the interdepartmental committee as part of a whole-of-government approach to potential reform. Matters relating to social and
affordable housing, planning issues, the role of local government and disability service standards make this an extremely complex issue.
http://www.parliament.nsw.gov.au/prod/parlment/hansart.nsf/V3Key/LA20110615021
The report from the Social Policy Committee of the NSW Legislative Assembly is imminent. There is also a previous report on international
student accommodation and housing.
Redfern Legal Centre has created a Boarders and Lodgers Legal Information Kit which is useful for residents of unlicensed boarding houses.
http://www.rlc.org.au/admin/spaw2/uploads/files/RLCboarders.pdf
Clover Moore (Member for Sydney) has introduced the Residential Tenancies Bill 2010 to NSW Parliament, which includes unlicensed boarding
house tenancy rights reforms.
The NSW Tenants’ Union is sustaining a marginal renters’ legal rights campaign http://www.tenants.org.au/publish/marginal-renters/index.php .

4. Update on
Boarding
House
Outreach
Project

Paul Adabie, Manager - Boarding House Outreach Project (BHOP), Newtown Neighbourhood Centre
http://www.newtowncentre.org/bhop.html
Marrickville is known as `boarding house central’ to other Councils and workers in the community sector.
Although the unlicensed boarding house sector is troubled, it does provide essential housing in the social housing system, as unlicensed
boarding houses “fill the gap” and provide accommodation for people who cannot access housing in other sectors.
It is a marginal sector, and residents are often from marginal social groups.
Some boarding house owners take advantage of residents’ vulnerability. People are living in rooms with no windows, in poor conditions, and in
houses where there is often criminal behaviour.
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Real estate property managers have begun to ask Newtown Neighbourhood Centre to stop referring clients to them, as some unlicensed
boarding houses are being gentrified.
Newtown Neighbourhood Centre’s Boarding House Outreach Project (BHOP) works across Ashfield, Burwood, City of Sydney, Canterbury,
Leichhardt and Marrickville LGAs.
BHOP caseworkers identify that boarding house residents are on average between 46 – 55 years old. Women are a hidden population in
boarding houses, and a lot of boarding houses exclude women as violence and risk make these environments unsuitable for women.
Other issues effecting residents include drug and alcohol issues, legal problems, family breakdown, health issues.
Joel De Freitas (Boarding House Outreach Project, Newtown Neighbourhood Centre) described examples of boarding house residents’
experiences.
An 85 year old man was successfully moved into social housing with the assistance of BHOP. The boarding house he had called home for many
years had changed drastically over time, and he found himself in an environment of drug abuse and violence. He made complaints to the owner,
who referred these problems to the caretaker, who victimised the man and convinced him that he had no option but to stay in this terrible
environment. Two years later, the man is living in a ground floor flat with a garden, and happily shows his new home to people who need
encouragement to take the leap, and ask for help.
Joel explained that most of his work is re-housing, and relocating people into more suitable accommodation, including Department of Housing
accommodation.
BHOP also focuses on engagement with owners and operators, and have held forums in the past, where only six or seven people turn up.
Owners often own multiple houses. There is often conflict between owners and caretakers, who sometimes face similar problems to residents.
BHOP is finding that with `new generation boarding houses’
http://www.housing.nsw.gov.au/Centre+For+Affordable+Housing/Developing+Affordable+Housing/Affordable+Rental+Housing+SEPP/Boarding
+Houses.htm, owners are approaching the Newtown Neighbourhood Centre for endorsement and also assistance with improving conditions.
BHOP advocates using financial incentives to engage owners in dialogue, with the aim of improving conditions.
A focus on what can be done locally is essential, and the connections between State legislation, Local Government standards and legal
environments need to be understood.
5. Overview
of
Marrickville
Council’s
systems

Simone Schwarz (Director, Community Services, Marrickville Council) explained local government registration of unlicensed boarding houses in
Marrickville. Marrickville Council has a list of unlicensed boarding houses, which does not correspond to the number of unlicensed boarding
houses community service providers estimate are operating in the Marrickville LGA. Unlicensed boarding houses used to be registered with
Councils, but the legislative requirement was removed.
The cost of registration and monitoring of unlicensed boarding houses currently not known to Council is not tenable. The State Government
needs to take legal and financial responsibility for local enforcement.
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Dina Petrakis (Acting Manager, Community Development, Marrickville Council) explained that Marrickville Council’s report on boarding houses
in the LGA came out of research conducted for Council’s Affordable Housing Strategy. Further research into boarding houses was conducted, and
the report was tabled at Council in August 2011.
Feedback received by Council during the public exhibition period consistently described the ongoing need for advocacy and also questioned
Council’s current role in boarding house reform.
When Council receives Development Applications for ‘new generation boarding houses’, a category of affordable housing, the first question
asked in the assessment process is “who is this housing for?”. It is common for ‘new generation boarding houses’ to be marketed as studio
apartments, and tenancy is often inner city workers and students. This is not affordable housing for traditional residents of unlicensed boarding
houses in the Marrickville LGA. Council has no control over the rents charged for ‘new generation boarding houses’. Owners of ‘new generation
boarding houses’ have access to financial concessions, and are charged residential rates in Marrickville LGA.
Answering the feedback question, “Why doesn’t Council close the boarding houses down?”, Dina explained the following points:
-

Monitoring is a regulated and highly controlled process. Council does has the right to inspect boarding houses for fire safety compliance.
Unlicensed boarding houses with 12 residents or under are required to be fitted with domestic smoke alarms. Unlicensed boarding
houses with over 12 residents are required to comply with industrial fire safety standards.

-

There are no regulations for Council to monitor any OH&S or people living in unlicensed boarding houses.

-

Council only monitors unlicensed boarding houses which are known to be operating. This information is gathered through Development
Application processes and complaints.

Rebecca Lockart (Town Planner – Monitoring Services, Strategic Planner – Planning Services, Marrickville Council) explained that Council’s
Planning Services deal with unlicensed boarding houses in cases of prohibited use of buildings. Council’s response to these businesses is a
planning response to zoning and /or building work. During the annual fire safety checks carried out by Monitoring Services, officers can refer
building or zoning infringements to Planning Services for investigation.
Dina Petrakis (Acting Manager, Community Development, Marrickville Council) explained that even when Monitoring Services take action and
request compliance with fire safety standards, many unlicensed boarding house owners resist even legal action. Monitoring Services officers
have stated that over the last two years there has been a marked improvement in boarding house conditions. (There was a general discussion
about reasons for this, with some people suggesting that it is an effect of gentrification and the potential to attract tenants who are able to pay
more rent.)
The combined effect of the Council’s monitoring and compliance process and the court process is slow, and some owners use these systems to
baulk at making essential and mandated changes.
Council does not have the resources or the recourse to change this issue.
Bernard Cronin (Group Manager, Accommodation and Community Development, Life Care Services, Baptist Community Services NSW & ACT)
explained that advocates, NGOs and Local Government are all working on the fringes as well, and that perpetually working for change without
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legal reform at a State level means limited impact and changes. His question to the group was, “How can we progress as a group to make
legislative change happen?”
Lisa Burns (Executive Officer, Newtown Neighbourhood Centre) responded that the group should connect with peak bodies including Shelter,
Homelessness NSW and NCOSS, legal centres, and the Tenants’ Union who are already lobbying and campaigning for legal reform and
protection. She said that while improvements are made and there is better advocacy for conditions in boarding houses, there is a corresponding
change in boarding house residents, and gentrification occurs. Currently some local real estate agents are refusing traditional clientele of
boarding houses.
Brenda Bailey (Senior Policy Officer, NCOSS and Member, Women In Prison Advocacy Network) questioned the impact of zoning on boarding
houses.
Dina Petrakis (Acting Manager, Community Development, Marrickville Council) explained that under Council’s new Local Environment Plan,
developers are now able to apply for development approval for boarding houses in all zones of the LGA, as a commitment to affordable housing.
Simone Schwarz (Director, Community Services, Marrickville Council) explained that the reason for opening up all zones to boarding house
development is an attempt to disperse clusters of boarding houses in the LGA, which is consistent with a new housing philosophy of mixed zone
use and mixed tenancies. At the Council meeting during which the Boarding houses and Homelessness in Marrickville Report was tabled, there
was a motion to lobby the State Government to legislate for mandatory registration and monitoring of unlicensed boarding houses. This was
voted down, in part due to a fear of loss of this form of housing and subsequent waves of displacement and primary homelessness due to this
change. Council has sent a letter to State Government, informing The Hon. Greg Pearce, MLC Minister for Finance and Services and The Hon. Pru
Goward, MP Minister for Family and Community Services (who share the responsibility of housing in NSW, as there is no discrete housing
portfolio) of the following resolution:
At the Council Meeting of 11 October 2011 (C1011 Item 2) Council resolved that
THAT Council make representations regarding Boarding Houses requesting that the State Government:
1.

legislate to give tenancy rights to boarding house residents; and

2.

resource mechanisms by which rentals in new boarding house developments and the upgrading of existing boarding houses are kept at
affordable levels.

Council wants to bring issues out into the open, work within legislation and support residents. In order to facilitate this, Council has established a
newly created Social Planner position within Planning Services, and a major focus of the role is Social Impact Assessments.
Lisa Burns (Executive Officer, Newtown Neighbourhood Centre)suggested coordinating a process to use Development Application for data
collection and monitoring. Rebecca Lockhart explained that all Development Applications received by Council are advertised and on public
exhibition, so the information is easily accessible.
It was agreed that an alternative management model and a legal reform campaign focussed on co-ordinated lobbying should be the focus of the
network. Simone Schwarz (Director, Community Services, Marrickville Council) committed to being part of the campaign, dependant on Council
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approval.
Brenda Bailey (Senior Policy Officer, NCOSS and Member, Women In Prison Advocacy Network) suggested looking at the impact of reform on
boarding house productivity. Elizabeth De Freitas responded that Housing NSW has a boarding house calculator
http://www.housing.nsw.gov.au/Centre+For+Affordable+Housing/Boarding+House+Financial+Assistance+Program/Funding+for+New+Projects/
tp test the viability of a boarding house development.
Lisa Burns (Executive Officer, Newtown Neighbourhood Centre)explained that data collection needs to be co-ordinated and that more statistics
are required to back up anecdotal evidence.
Laurie Besant (Manager, Baptist Community Services Crystal Street Community Shop) said that boarding house residents tend to be invisible,
and therefore proof of their circumstances is needed to successfully target services.
A general discussion followed about residents at-risk of suicide and self-harm included caseworkers’ stories of people they had successfully
assisted recently, and also the detrimental effect of the closure of local services such as ‘Our Place’, and the subsequent pressure on existing
services.
Dina Petrakis (Acting Manager, Community Development, Marrickville Council)said that Tom Foster Community Centre’s Meals on Wheels
service delivers 30% of the total meals to boarding house residents, and have now established a home visit program to ensure that elderly
residents eat daily. Younger residents cannot afford Meals on Wheels.
Dina Petrakis (Acting Manager, Community Development, Marrickville Council)then summarised Council’s systems and current position.
Feedback on the Boarding Houses and Homelessness in Marrickville Report included questions about why Council only provides planning
information to boarding house developers after receiving Development Applications. In response to this issue, Planning Services, specifically the
new Social Planner, will look at processes and work with developers to provide free information and guidance.
Rebecca Lockart (Town Planner – Monitoring Services, Strategic Planner – Planning Services, Marrickville Council) explained that preapplication meetings are currently available. There are also two new lodgement officer positions, which will focus on Development Applications
only.
Brenda Bailey (Senior Policy Officer, NCOSS and Member, Women In Prison Advocacy Network) explained that the NSW Department of
Housing provide private rental subsidies, and that a similar system could be established to offset improved boarding house accommodation.
Jonathon Harverson (Volunteer, St Vincent de Paul Conference, Marrickville) suggested using the media to create pressure to reform.
Simone Schwarz (Director, Community Services, Marrickville Council) suggested using an agency like St Vincent de Paul to get a media
response.
Summary of discussion
State Government legislation and funding can ensure registration and monitoring of boarding house operations.
Local governments can implement planning controls, continue monitoring and planning services, provide campaign leadership, work with
community partners, identify loop holes in Development Applications, and working with boarding house developers.
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Social support services (NGOs, church agencies, volunteers, government agencies and community centres) provide case management;
emergency relief; referrals; liaison with health / housing / disability / youth / aged services; liaison with real estate agents, owners and
managers; transition to alternative housing and aged care; mental health services including suicide prevention; food services; outreach and
home visits.
Boarding house management structures can potentially improve circumstances for owners, managers and residents. Residential agreements and
good practices are already in place in some houses and real estate agencies and need to be acknowledged. Financial viability of improved
management structures could potentially be more accessible if boarding houses are managed by NFP social housing providers.
Currently, the Residential Tenancy Tribunal can decide whether boarding house residents can be considered tenants – the decision rests
primarily on ‘exclusive possession’.
The Tenants’ Union is lobbying for an Occupancy Agreement based on the ACT model and viable housing standards. This is supported by
providers of services and housing to marginal renters, including Wesley Mission.
6. Scoping an
alternative
management
model for
boarding
houses

A general discussion about the issues experienced with boarding house control in the ACT began. ACT legislation requires use of occupancy
agreements, but this is not backed up by legislation requiring minimum standards of boarding house conditions. Clover Moore (Member for
Sydney) has introduced a Bill to NSW Parliament based on the ACT model. It was suggested that NSW learn from the experiences in the ACT, and
push for more legislative protection and the establishment of rigorous minimum standards for boarding houses.
Summary of discussion
Essential elements = occupancy agreement with enforceable minimum standards + lockable, single occupancy room (unless couple) with own
bathroom
Aim = Residents of boarding houses to be covered under the Residential Tenancy Act
There is the potential to use good quality student accommodation as a basic design standard for boarding houses, including the minimum
conditions of a private lockable room with private bathroom, communal cooking facilities, communal living and garden areas.
The potential for social housing providers to manage privately owned boarding houses is already successful in other parts of the city, and other
states.
Julie Harrison (Manager, Metro Community Housing Cooperative) explained that Metro Housing had been approached many times by boarding
house owners who the minimum standards for social housing management include minimum floor space for communal areas, private
bedrooms and bathrooms, tenancy agreements, rent setting, financial viability for social housing provider including a management fee and
contract.
It was discussed if a ‘fit and proper person’ test for caretakers – similar to Working with Children check – could be used to ensure that people
who manage boarding houses are screened.
Successful working models operating in Victoria include standard features of lockable bedrooms, sunlight exposure, minimum floor spaces,
covered outdoor areas, service coordination and support.
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A discussion about offering incentives (including tax incentives) for owners to provide minimum standards, backed up by legal protection for
residents, followed, focussing on the idea that financial incentives be linked to accountability. There is also the possibility of blacklisting bad
providers and owners, and creating a list of preferred providers.
Key organisational feature should be connecting business and community services – a good example of this is Grocon’s participation in the
Common Ground development in Camperdown. Following this, there is the potential for a social impact study that proves profit beyond financial
terms, including a cost-benefit analysis of providing support to residents, managers and owners in housing models.
Creating referral pathways requires co-ordinated agency information sharing, data sharing, training for interested boarding house managers,
circulation of Newtown Neighbourhood Centre resources, outreach programs and forums – sharing models, showcasing what already works.
Services currently offered to residents of unlicensed boarding houses in the Marrickville LGA include: case management; management of
transition to housing or aged care facilities emergency relief, referrals, liaison with health, housing, disability, ageing, youth services; mental
health services; suicide prevention; food services; outreach including home visits; pastoral care.
7. Focus for
the
Marrickville
LGA

Rebecca Lockart (Town Planner – Monitoring Services, Strategic Planner – Planning Services, Marrickville Council) explained that Council’s
closure process operates with strict timeframes. Council liaises with owner about potential relocation of residents. A general discussion about
the need to connect with tenants when a BH is closed down followed.
Lisa Burns (NNC) suggested that Council should connect tenants with Newtown Neighbourhood Centre for case management and identifying
opportunities for relocation. Council could liaise with residents directly about alternative accommodation and support services. Other service
providers could support the process. Potentially, the network could look at ADHC closure protocol for potential models and ideas.
A list of preferred providers could focus on circulating good news, not just complaints. There is also scope for including real estate agents and
boarding house owners who follow best practice in Council’s Business Awards.
A discussion about reporting known undeclared business activity to ATO followed.
The network could also prioritise providing better referral pathways for caretakers and managers, who usually call the police to deal with
residents’ issues.
The NSW Government established an Affordable Housing Taskforce on 20 May 2011:
http://www.planning.nsw.gov.au/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=BQlIifkKWJM%3D&tabid=313&language=en-AU

8. Next steps

ACTIONS
Lisa Burns (Executive Officer, Newtown Neighbourhood Centre) will connect with Baptist Community Services to organise the next network
meeting in February 2012.
Network to discuss how to connect Newtown Neighbourhood Centre’s ‘one-stop shop’ with service providers who will meet the needs of the
community, and who can provide resources, referrals, mentoring, support and provision of essential goods to boarding house residents,
caretakers, managers and owners.
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Extension of the roundtable to create a regular forum and a network – sustainability of this aim is key, ensuring that goals are met and
replication of networks and services already in existence is avoided – this needs to complement and support what already exists.
Newtown Neighbourhood Centre to explore opening up the Newtown Agency Group to include more members and strategically represent and
connect with service providers in the Marrickville LGA.
Simone Schwarz will present meeting notes to Council as a report – everyone at the roundtable will be informed when the report will be tabled
at the Council meeting, and are invited to listen and speak at the meeting.
Network to explore how to create better referral pathways for service providers and also boarding house owners and managers – mapping
existing services and sharing information.
Network to explore how to improve data sharing.
Training for interested boarding house owners and managers, encouraging participation with incentives of reducing neighbourhood complaints
and better property maintenance.
Outreach programs and forums specifically for boarding house caretakers and managers, with the goal of resourcing caretakers and managers to
better take care of boarding houses and assist residents.
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Subject:

COAG NATIONAL QUALITY AGENDA FOR EDUCATION AND CARE
SERVICES

File Ref:

1987-01/63710.11

Prepared By: Lynne George - Manager, Children & Family Services
SYNOPSIS
This report outlines the significant changes to be implemented in Council’s children’s services
over a five to ten year period and seeks Council’s endorsement of the Action Plan outlined in
the report. This Plan aims to ensure compliance with the new national law, regulations, quality
assurance and national learning frameworks being introduced as part of the COAG Early
Childhood Education and Care Reform Agenda and National Quality Framework.

RECOMMENDATION
THAT Council:
1.

note the significant changes to be implemented in Council’s education and care
services during 2011 to 2016 as part of the COAG National Reform Agenda and
implementation of the National Quality Framework; and

2.

endorse the Action Plan as detailed in the report.

BACKGROUND
COAG Early Childhood Education and Care Reform Agenda
In April 2007, the Council of Australian Governments (COAG) agreed to the development of a
national approach to the quality assurance and regulation of early childhood services. In July
2009, COAG endorsed the first National Early Childhood Development Strategy – Investing in
the Early Years. As part of this strategy, all Australian governments agreed for the first time to
a shared vision for the early years, that by 2020 all children have the best start in life to
create a better future for themselves and for the nation. This strategy establishes the
framework for Australia’s comprehensive response to evidence about the importance of early
childhood development and the benefits and cost-effectiveness of ensuring all children
experience a positive early childhood.
On 7 December 2009, COAG agreed to the introduction of the National Quality Framework
(NQF) for early childhood education and care, recognising that there is a body of evidence that
demonstrates ‘a child’s experience in their first five years sets the course for the rest of their
lives’ and early childhood education and care impacts on a child’s health, wellbeing and
competence across their lifespan.
The National Quality Framework
The NQF will be applied to long day care, preschools, family day care and outside school
hours care services from 1 January 2012. It aims to increase quality and drive continuous
improvement and consistency in early childhood education and care and school age care
through:
•

a new national legislative framework – the Education and Care Services National Law
and National Regulations (replaces existing NSW licensing regulations)
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•

the National Quality Standard for Early Childhood Education and Care and School Age
Care (replaces existing quality assurance/accreditation system)

•

The National Quality Standard is linked to approved national learning frameworks that
recognise that children learn from birth and guide Educators in developing quality
programs that support children’s learning – the Early Years Learning Framework for
children from birth to five years and My Time, Our Place framework for School Age Care

•

a new national quality rating and assessment process

•

a new national body called the Australian Children’s Education and Care Quality
Authority (ACECQA), replacing the National Childcare Accreditation Council (NCAC)

•

a Regulatory Authority in each state and territory with primary responsibility for
approval, monitoring and quality assessment of services - the Department of Education
and Communities in NSW (replacing Community Services)

The National Quality Framework will take effect from 1 January 2012 with key requirements
such as qualifications, educator to child ratios and staffing arrangements being phased in
between 2012 and 2020. These changed requirements are discussed further under
‘Discussion’.
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COAG Bilateral Agreement on Achieving Universal Access to Early Childhood Education
On 29 November 2008, COAG endorsed a new National Partnership Agreement on Early
Childhood Education. Under the Agreement, the Commonwealth and State and Territory
governments have committed to ensuring that all children will have access to a quality early
childhood education program by 2013, delivered by a four-year university-trained early
childhood teacher, for 15 hours a week, 40 weeks a year, in the year before formal schooling.
DISCUSSION
The next 5 – 10 years will be a period of significant change for all education and care services
in Australia. Although the new national law and regulations, and accreditation system
(National Quality Standard) will be implemented from January 2012, the government
regulatory authorities acknowledge that the details of some new requirements are still to be
developed and the paperwork to support the new requirements has not yet been made
available. The first assessment of services against the NQS will commence in mid-2012.
National Quality Standard
The new National Quality Standard aims to promote:
• the safety, health and wellbeing of children
• a focus on achieving outcomes for children through high-quality educational programs
• families’ understanding of what distinguishes a quality service.

There are seven (7) quality areas:
QA1

Educational program and practice

QA2

Children’s health and safety

QA3

Physical environment

QA4

Staffing arrangements

QA5

Relationships with children

QA6

Collaborative partnerships with families and communities

QA7

Leadership and service management

Ratings under the National Quality Standard
The National Regulations outline the five quality ratings that can be awarded to services
assessed against the NQS, as follows:
•

Excellent

•

Exceeding National Quality Standard

•

Meeting National Quality Standard

•

Working Towards National Quality Standard

•

Significant Improvement Required

The Assessment and Rating Instrument that will be used to award a quality rating has not yet
been finalised.
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Implementation Action Plan
The Action Plan below details some of the actions required for Council’s services to be
compliant with the new law, regulations and NQS.
COUNCIL CFS ACTION PLAN FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF NQF, NQS AND UNIVERSAL ACCESS

Change

Measure

Council
Service/s
Affected

Action
Required

Due
Date

Current Status

Changes to
Staff Ratios

1:4 ratio for
babies

Long Day Care

1/1/ 2011

1:5 for 2-3s

Long Day Care
Preschool

Implement new
reduced
ratio
(was 1:5)
Implement new
reduced ratio
(currently 1:8)

FDC
Educator
ratios

Family Day
Care

1/1/2014

Early Years
Learning
Framework
for 0-5s

Long Day Care
Preschool

Each Educator to
have maximum
of 4 children not
yet
attending
school (reduced
from 5 children)
Current
implementation

My Time,
Our Place
Framework
for School
Age Care

Outside School
Hours Care
Vacation Care

Current
implementation

Adopted
in August
2011

Early
Childhood
Teachers

Services with
25
children or less
(May Murray
ELC)
Long Day Care

Must have access
to a teacher 20%
of the time
service is open

1/1/2014
(Previously
1/1/2012)

Implemented from
January 2011 at no cost to
Council
Action
Plan
being
implemented:
• consultation
with
centres and staff;
• review of number of 23 places;
• review of group sizes;
• financial
modelling,
including fees impact
• report
to
Council
2013/14
• Training of FDC
Educators
• Educators to undertake
assessment of their
ongoing
economic
viability
• Will be assessed as part
of National Quality
Standard
• Joint action research
projects
undertaken
with
UTS
and
Macquarie University,
Institute
of
Early
Childhood
• In place at all centres
with current focus on
appropriate
documentation
and
assessment
of
children’s learning
• Staff training
• Review of current
practices
against
framework
• Will be assessed as part
of National Quality
Standard
Implemented at May
Murray ELC in 2011 at no
cost to Council

All staff to have a

1/1/2014

• Preliminary

Approved
National
Learning
Frameworks

Changes to
Qualifications

Certificate III
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Change

Measure

Diploma

Accreditation

Assessment
against the

Council
Service/s
Affected

Action
Required

Due
Date

Preschool

Certificate III (or
be getting one)

Family Day
Care

All Educators to
have a minimum
Certificate III or
be getting one

1/1/2014

Long Day Care
Preschool

50% of staff to
have a Diploma
or
teaching
degree
(or
getting one)

1/1/2014

Family Day
Care

All Coordinators
to
have
a
Diploma
(or
degree) or be
getting one
Assessment
against NQS

1/1/2014

Long Day Care
Outside School
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1/1/2012

Current Status
consultation held with
unqualified staff
• Majority of current
staff undertaking study
or have qualification
• Job specifications to be
reviewed and revised
and evaluated under
OO-Soft and budget
impacts to be assessed,
if any
• Training Plan being
developed
in
consultation
with
Council
Training
Coordinator
• Strategy
to
be
developed with People
and
Workforce
regarding staff who do
not intend to obtain
Certificate III
• Majority of Educators
have obtained or are
studying Certificate III
or Diploma
• Strategy
to
be
developed with FDC
Educators who do not
intend
to
gain
Certificate
III
qualifications
• Meet this requirement
currently across early
childhood as a whole
• Review
of
staff
structure
at
each
centre
to
be
undertaken, including
staff consultation
• Training Plan being
developed
in
consultation
with
Council
Training
Coordinator
• Report to Council in
December 2012
Meet this requirement
currently

•
•

Ongoing staff training
All
centres/services

Change

Measure

Council
Service/s
Affected

Action
Required

Due
Date

new
National
Quality
Standard
(NQS)

Hours care
Vacation Care
Family Day
Care
Preschool

Regulation

New national
regulatory
system Education
and Care
Services
National Law
and National
Regulations

Long Day Care
Preschool
Family Day
Care
Outside School
Hours Care,
including
Vacation Care

Compliance

1/1/2012

Approval to
Operate

Services
need
a
Provider
Approval and
a Service
Approval to
operate

Long Day Care
Preschool
Family Day
Care
Outside School
Hours Care
Vacation Care

Services currently
with licences will
automatically be
granted
both
approvals.

1/1/2012

Universal
access
to
preschool
program for
children in
the
year
before
school

Long Day Care
Preschool

Preschool
program offered
by 4 year trained
early childhood
teachers for 15
hrs per week

Universal
Access

OSHC will be
newly regulated,
however details
of requirements
under
national
law
and
regulations still
not specified
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30/6/2013

Current Status
currently undertaking
self-assessment
against
the
new
National
Quality
Standard
and
completing a Quality
Improvement
Plan
(QIP) by 30 April 2012
• Review and revision of
all CFS policies and
procedures to ensure
compliance with new
national
law,
regulations and NQS –
currently underway
• Will be the first QIP
ever completed by the
preschool
• First
assessments
against NQS will occur
from mid- 2012
• National Law and
Regulations still to be
passed
through
parliament
• CFS review of all
changed and new
requirements currently
underway
• Action Plan being
developed in regard to
new and revised areas
requiring compliance
• Further
Information
Sessions
to
be
delivered
by
government
in
November in relation
to new requirements
for OSHC
• Further specifications
to be provided in the
law and regulations
regarding
OSHC
staffing, qualifications,
ratios,
physical
environment etc
Council working with peak
and
other
local
government child care
services
to
develop
achievable
implementation plan
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Clearly considerable consultation will need to be undertaken with staff, Council’s Executive
Management Team and People and Workforce Section, other children’s services providers,
and peak and state-wide agencies to ensure all new requirements are undertaken in an
appropriate, effective and financially sustainable manner and that financial modelling takes
into consideration the possible impacts on affordability of services for families.
Progress reports will be submitted to Council as outlined in the Action Plan to advise on the
implementation of these changes and identify any financial, social, governance and/or
environmental impacts of proposed options for change.

CONCLUSION
Considerable work will need to be undertaken to ensure that Council’s education and care
services comply with the new national requirements. The Action Plan detailed in this report
provides a program and timetable for compliance to be achieved.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
Where compliance with new requirements results in financial impacts, then a report will be
provided to Council detailing the financial modelling and financial impacts. Financial modelling
will be undertaken in consultation with the Finance Section.

OTHER STAFF COMMENTS
Nil.
PUBLIC CONSULTATION
Consultation will be undertaken with staff and, where appropriate, the parent community in
relation to all proposed changes.

RECOMMENDATION
THAT Council:
1.

2.

note the significant changes to be implemented in Council’s education and care
services during 2011 to 2016 as part of the COAG National Reform Agenda and
implementation of the National Quality Framework; and
endorse the Action Plan as detailed in the report.

Simone Schwarz
Director, Community Services

ATTACHMENTS
Nil.
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C1211(1) Item 5

Subject:

RESIDENT PETITION TO REMOVE AND REPLACE NORFOLK ISLAND
HIBISCUS (LAGUNARIA PATERSONIA) STREET TREES IN HARROW RD,
STANMORE

File Ref:

S2270-03/64379.11

Prepared By: Phillip Jackson - Coordinator, Tree Management Services
SYNOPSIS
This report addresses a resident petition for Council to remove and replace 24 Norfolk Island
Hibiscus (Lagunaria patersonia) street trees in Harrow Rd Stanmore. There is a history of
resident complaints regarding the subject trees dating back to 1999. The reported complaints
include infestations of Cotton Harlequin Bug (Tectoris diopthalmus); Excessive flower litter
production and the production of small ‘glass-like’ hairs from seed pods of the trees. These
small hairs have reportedly caused skin irritations to resident’s children and pets as well as
continually becoming stuck in resident feet. It is considered that the most practicable
management option is to undertake a phased removal and replacement of the subject trees,
occurring in 2 stages at approximately five year intervals.

RECOMMENDATION
THAT:
1.

Council undertake to remove and replace the 24 Norfolk Island Hibiscus Street
trees in Harrow Rd, Stanmore;

2.

the removal and replacements be phased to occur in two stages approximately 5
years apart;

3.

the first stage of removals comprise the 11 trees located between numbers 2-30
Harrow Rd;

4.

the second stage of removals comprise the 13 trees located between numbers
40-64 Harrow Rd; and

5.

the replacement trees be comprised of a single appropriate deciduous species so
as to afford winter solar access and summer shade benefits to south west facing
dwellings.

BACKGROUND
Between 1999 and February 2008:
Council received nine (9) resident complaints (MERIT) regarding the Norfolk Island Hibiscus
street trees planted on the northern side of Harrow Rd, Stanmore (Attachment 1). Seven (7)
of the complaints related to the seasonal infestation of the subject trees by Cotton Harlequin
Bug (Tectoris diopthalmus). One (1) complaint related to the large amounts of flower litter
produced by the trees. One (1) further complaint related to both the flower litter and the trees’
production of ‘glass-like’ hairs from their seed pods that cause skin irritations and get stuck in
residents’ feet (ATTACHMENT 1).
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February 2011:
Letters received from the residents of 4 & 8 Harrow Rd expressing their concerns over the
problems associated with the subject trees. The residents complained about the “glass-like’
hairs getting stuck in their feet and causing rashes to themselves; their children and babies;
and their pets. There were also concerns regarding the amount of fruit litter produced by the
trees and possible damage to their property by roots of the trees. Both residents requested
that the trees be removed (ATTACHMENTS 2 & 3).
May 21 2011
Letter received from resident of 4 Harrow Rd submitting a petition by 27 residents of Harrow
Rd for Council to remove the subject trees.
DISCUSSION
•

Bugs infesting the trees and getting into houses

The Cotton Harlequin Bug (Tectoris diopthalmus) is associated with the occurrence of
seasonal infestations on trees of the hibiscus family (Malvaceae) of which the subject trees
Lagunaria patersonia (Norfolk Island Hibiscus) are a member. These bugs suck sap from the
leaf veins of the trees however damage is rarely serious and generally does not cause long
term damage to the tree. As such control of the bugs for arboricultural purposes is not
warranted.
To eliminate the seasonal nuisance of the bugs entering private yards and houses an annual
programme of insecticide application to all of the subject trees and other areas affected by the
bugs would be required. The obvious public health concerns and adverse public perceptions
associated with such an undertaking preclude it as a practicable management option.
•

Flower and leaf litter makes paths slippery

Lagunaria trees produce a large amount of fleshy flowers in spring. These naturally drop to the
ground producing a seasonal litter problem that could conceivably be mitigated by increased
frequency of streetscape maintenance over the flowering period, but which would occupy
limited staff resources at a time of year where the streetscape maintain workload is reaching
its peak.
•

The trees produce ‘spikes’ that enter houses and get into carpets and stick in feet.
Reports of spikes causing allergic rashes on children and dogs.

It is widely reported that the small hairs produced inside the seed pods of Lagunaria can cause
irritations or allergic reactions if contact is made with the skin. It is also widely reported that the
spikes can cause much discomfort if trapped in carpets or clothing. Unlike the production of
flower litter, the prolific occurrence of the spiky hairs is a constant problem as the open seed
pods are retained on the trees over a long period thus disseminating the spikes consistently
year round.
It is unlikely that increased streetscape maintenance would be able to mitigate the existence of
the spikes to any desirable degree owing to their small size and that they are dispersed over a
wide area by wind.
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CONCLUSION
It is the stated position of Council that public trees will generally not be considered for removal
unless they are dead, diseased, dying, imminently dangerous or causing major damage to
infrastructure or private property. Although the subject trees do not qualify for consideration of
removal under the above parameters there is sufficient cause to determine that the trees are
detrimentally affecting the quality of life of the residents of Harrow Rd. A such they should be
a nuisance and are considered for removal and replacement. This is especially the case since
mitigation of the problems caused by the production of the spikes/hairs by the trees is unlikely
to be achieved by other practicable means.
Justification for the removal of the subject trees is given added credence by the species being
listed as exempt from protection by the Marrickville DCP 2011. It is widely considered that the
species is not suitable for use as a street tree due to the problems associated with the
production of the glass like hairs/spikes that are the cause of such consternation by many
residents of Harrow Rd.
Removal and Replacement
The mass removal of all subject Lagunarias in Harrow Rd has merit in that it would allow for
the mass replacement of a new avenue of same aged trees, which is a highly desirable
component of successful street tree avenues. However the detriment of mass removal is, of
course, the reality of complete removal of tree amenity from the streetscape and local environs
for a number of years and the potential generation of negative public sentiment in the wider
Marrickville community through such an undertaking. A more prudent and socially amenable
approach would be to undertake staged removal and replacement of the subject trees in which
approximately half the trees are removed and replaced in the first instance and then a second
‘block’ of removals and replacements are carried out around five years later. In this way the
negative impact of complete removal could be somewhat lessened by providing a burgeoning
avenue of five year old trees to compensate for the loss of the second round of removals.
ATTACHMENT 4 shows an aerial photo of Harrow Rd indicating the number of Lagunaria
trees (stars) and the addresses of signatories to the petition (squares). It shows that there are
24 Lagunaria trees in the street and that there is a break in the avenue of these trees between
numbers 30-40 Harrow Rd. This break creates two distinct groups of Lagunaria trees in
Harrow Rd, one being those between numbers 2-30 (11 trees) and the other being those
between numbers 40-64 (13 trees). The grouping of the subject trees along Harrow Rd in this
way provides for a clear delineation on which to base the staged removal and replacement
process.
It is recommended that the first round of removal and replacements be of the group of trees
between numbers 2-30 Harrow Rd. The most persistent complaints against the subject trees
are from the residents of this area of Harrow Rd. Also five of the subject trees in this group are
poorly performing specimens due to being overshadowed by private trees and should be
removed in any case.
Due to the southerly aspect of the houses on the subject side of Harrow Rd it is recommended
that the replacement trees be deciduous to allow the dwellings to take advantage of winter
solar access and summer shade. Some appropriate species for consideration are:
•
•
•
•
•

Acer buergeranum Trident Maple
Fraxinusangustifolia ‘raywood’. Claret Ash
Jacaranda mimosifolia Jacaranda
Koelreutaria paniculata Golden Rain Tree
Caesalpinia ferrea Leopard Tree
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Final selection of the replacement species will be undertaken as part of the wider community
consultation for the whole project.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
The approximate cost of required works is as follows:
Removal
Phase 1: $9,000
Phase 2: $13,000 (including escalation)
Replacement
(contract planting of 100L size trees with 12 weeks maintenance period)
Phase 1: $28,000
Phase 2: $39,000 (including escalation)
The works can be funded from Council’s existing tree management budgets.

OTHER STAFF COMMENTS
Director, Planning and Environmental Services comments:
“The Acting Manager, Environmental Services, recommends that any decision made
as to removing these trees is guided by the Marrickville Urban Forest Strategy and
Policy and considerations for replacement species also consider the guidelines in the
Biodiversity Strategy 2011-2021 and Biodiversity Action Plan 2011-2015.”
In this regards, tree species selection will be determined through the Street Tree Master Plan
which yet to be developed.

PUBLIC CONSULTATION
Community consultation will be undertaken prior to implementation of the project.
RECOMMENDATION
THAT:
1.

Council undertake to remove and replace the 24 Norfolk Island Hibiscus Street
trees in Harrow Rd, Stanmore;

2.

the removal and replacements be phased to occur in two stages approximately 5
years apart;

3.

the first stage of removals comprise the 11 trees located between numbers 2-30
Harrow Rd;

4.

the second stage of removals comprise the 13 trees located between numbers
40-64 Harrow Rd; and

5.

the replacement trees be comprised of a single appropriate deciduous species
so as to afford winter solar access and summer shade benefits to south west
facing dwellings.
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ATTACHMENTS
1. Merit & Trim History of Lagunaria Street Trees in Harrow Rd
2. Resident letter from Harrow Rd regarding Norlolk Island hibiscus Street trees
3. Writing regarding Native Hibiscus tree outside Harrow Road Stanmore that causing
damage
4. Aerial photo indicating proposed Norfolk Island Hibiscis removals In Harrow Rd Stanmore
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Attachment 1: Previous MERITS & TRIM regarding the subject trees
35696: 1999 - Tree is infested with bugs (in the bug season), bugs come into the house,
bedroom. Wants tree removed.
45736: 2000 - There is a plague of insects that have infested the street trees which are
outside the resident’s property.; The insects have now infected the resident’s property and
they are coming inside the property.; The trees need to be removed.
51000: 2000 - Street trees along Harrow Rd that are dropping flowers & spikey things on the
footpath that makes it slippery for pedestrians & also makes a large mess. The trees are
outside 64 Harrow Rd; Stanmore (corner of L shape); near Trafalgar St. The trees have
been like this for a few years. Please inspect & if possible; replace the trees with more
suitable trees.
109180: 2002 - The street tree outside 40 Harrow Road: public health danger to resident;
The street tree has many bugs that are coming into the house. The resident’s plants in the
front yard have also been covered by the bugs coming from the tree. The bugs are also
making nests in the electricity lines. All the street trees which are of the same variety along
Harrow Road.
128762: 2003 - Customer has problem with tree out the front of property of 4 Harrow Rd
Stanmore - there are bugs, bees, and other insects on tree - the branches of this tree are
falling into the customers property - customer is also attacked by the insects when getting
mail from mailbox at front of property - request tree is treated and pruned.
137113: 2003 - Citizen requests street trees outside numbers 54 & 56 Harrow Rd; Stanmore
require pruning. They are both infested with beetles that are falling on pedestrians and
coming into the properties.
203032: 2005 - Anna called to request council rid the trees o/s her property at 4 Harrow Rd
Stanmore of the black bugs that appear every year and are clogging up her letterbox and
yard and her gate she claims to have called Council about it last year and nothing has been
done she also suggests that Council prune back the tree so is does not overhang her
property so this in turn means no bugs in her yard thanks.
379857: 2007 - Could we please prune tree in front of Citizen’s house. It's really bad. There
are bugs and pricks that fall down from the tree and Citizen can't walk barefoot in his own
yard. Even their letterbox is full of bugs. Citizen says he would chop it down if he could.
Could Council put in another tree that doesn't need so much maintenance?
519222 : 2008 - Citizen called to report that the tree along the street is causing a number of
problems. Flowers and leaves are continuously dropping onto the footpath making the
surface slippery.

Attachment 1

713717: 2011 - I am a resident of 8 Harrow Road Stanmore. Unfortunately we are
experiencing several problems with a most child unfriendly tree on the footpath. The Norfolk
Island hibiscus as we have discovered is also known as 'itchy cow.'
First of all, we were getting these prickly things on our feet. Then the tree dropped flowers
everywhere that were slippery and very hard to clean; I nearly fell over with the baby; then
the Rosella bird nests; and we thought we had bird lice because the tree literally overhangs
near our roof.
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We couldn't figure out what it was so we got the pest man to come out. He couldn't figure it
out either. As it turns out, it is the tree.
The roots of the tree are damaging our property and I think it would be better and safer to
have the tree replaced with something friendly for families.
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In the meantime it is about to drop fruit which is going to be yet another problem. Is it
possible to get the tree pruned and the mess cleaned?How can such a lovely looking tree be
so full of hazard?
715109: 2011 - please see attached report regarding tree causing health and safety issues
at this location ( sample of spikes is also attached ) TRIM 8420.11.
TRIM 8420.11: 10/02/2011 - Writing regarding Native Hibiscus tree outside 4 Harrow Road
Stanmore causing damage.

Attachment 1

TRIM 32777.11 : 25/05/2011 - ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT - PERMIT - Petition Removal and replacement of the hibiscus trees on Harrow Road Stanmore
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Attn: Philip Jackson, Tree Management Officer
Dear Philip
I am a resident of Harrow Road Stanmore. Unfortunately we are experiencing several problems with
a most child unfriendly tree on the footpath. The Norfolk Island hibiscus as we have discovered is
also known as 'itchy cow.'
First of all we were getting these prickly things on our feet. Then the tree dropped flowers everywhere
that were slippery and very hard to clean. Then the Rosella bird nests and we thought we had bird
lice because the tree literally overhangs near our roof.
We couldn't figure out what it was so we got the pest man to come out. He couldn't figure it out either.
As it turns out, it is the tree.
The roots of the tree are damaging our property and I think it would be better and safer to have the
tree replaced with something friendly for families.
In the meantime it is about to drop fruit which is going to be yet another problem. Is it possible to get
the tree pruned and the mess cleaned?
How can such a lovely looking tree be so full of hazard?

Attachment 2

Thank you and kind regards
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Item No:

C1211(1) Item 6

Subject:

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT INFRASTRUCTURE FUNDING- LIVEABLE
CITIES PROGRAM - POTENTIAL PROJECTS FOR MARRICKVILLE LGA

File Ref:

4261-02/66325.11

Prepared By: Justin Fitzpatrick-Barr - Manager, Property Services and Marcus Rowan Manager, Planning Services
SYNOPSIS
Council considered a report on a proposed refurbishment of Marrickville Town Hall Forecourt.
at its meeting on 15th November 2011. Following consideration of the matter the Council
resolved to investigate sources of Federal funding and other grant money for further
improvement projects to Marrickville. Council also resolved to review a list of major potential
infrastructure projects including the upgrading of the forecourt of Marrickville Town Hall. This
report provides an over view of the Federal funding currently available for infrastructure
projects and provides a list of potential projects that meet the criteria spelt out in the
associated guideline.

RECOMMENDATION
THAT:
1.

Council applies for $150,000 of funding through the Liveable Cities Program,
Stream 1 – Planning & Design, to facilitate the undertaking of a Public Domain
Strategy;

2.

Should Canterbury Council be prepared to be the lead applicant in the Wardell
Road Crossing project then Council make an application for this also under Stream
1 – Planning & Design; and

3.

Council applies for $450,000 under the same program, through Stream 2 –
Demonstration Projects, to support the undertaking of the Station Street
Marrickville project.

BACKGROUND
On 15 November 2011 Council considered a report on the proposed refurbishment of
Marrickville Town Hall Forecourt. Following consideration of the matter the following Motion
was adopted;
THAT:
1. Council investigate sources of Federal funding and other grant money for further
improvement projects to Marrickville. The Council review the list of major potential
infrastructure projects including the upgrade redevelopment of the forecourt of
Marrickville Town Hall; and
2. If grant money is not available, the staff come back to Council with a reduced
costed plan for Marrickville Town Hall Forecourt.
This report provides an over view of the Federal funding currently available for infrastructure
projects and provides a list of potential projects that meet the criteria spelt out in the
associated guideline.
135

DISCUSSION
The Federal Government recently established the Liveable Cities Program (LCP) to improve
the quality of life in our cities. The LCP is a $20 million program over 2011-12 and 2012-13
funded by the Australian Government to help improve planning and design in capital cities and
major regional cities that are experiencing population growth pressures and housing and
transport affordability cost pressures.
There are two streams of funding under the LCP:
Stream 1 - Planning and Design
Projects seeking funding under this stream can apply for funding contribution of up to
$500,000. The types of projects that could be funded under this stream include:
o
o
o
o
o

Strategic planning for regional major cities
Precinct planning
Public and active transport network planning
Corridor planning and protection
Planning for projects, for example feasibility studies that meet the objectives
and selection criteria for demonstration projects under Stream 2

Stream 2 – Demonstration Projects
Projects seeking funding under this stream can apply for funding contribution of up to
$4 million. The types of projects that could be funded under this stream include;
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Development of mixed use precincts that optimise public transport projects
Improving the usability of public transport, walking and cycling networks
Urban renewal
Delivery of higher quality public spaces and streetscapes
Innovative residential developments that promote affordability, adaptability and
accessible design
Optimisation of existing infrastructure by using technology
Improving the environmental outcomes of precinct developments

Applicants need to demonstrate how the projects funded under both streams will be completed
within the two year life of the program.
Stream 2 – Demonstration projects must be ready to proceed when funding arrangements are
finalised. For a project to be considered ‘ready to proceed’ it is expected that all relevant
approvals and planning requirements are in place.
Funding arrangements will be finalised in March – April 2012.
Under the LCP the Federal Government will contribute a maximum of 50% of the project cost.
LCP applications must be submitted to the Department of Infrastructure and Transport by 15th
December 2011.
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Potential Liveable Cities Program Projects for Marrickville
Stream 1 – Planning and Design
Public Domain Strategy
As reported to Council on 15th November 2011, Councils’ Manager Planning Services is
currently preparing a project brief to seek the services of a consultant team to undertake a
Public Domain Study (PDS).
The purpose of the PDS is to identify and develop strategies, plans, guidelines, processes,
designs and other mechanisms that will assist the management and improvement of the public
domain throughout the Marrickville LGA. The aim is for the public domain in the Marrickville
LGA to be more cohesive, coordinated, functional, high quality in design, accessible to all, safe
and secure, environmentally sustainable and generated through a collaborative process.
It is a recommendation of this report that Council makes a LCP application under Stream 1 –
Planning & Design for funding of approximately $100-150K to undertake the Marrickville Public
Domain Strategy. Council’s matching contribution is already funded and the draft project brief
is currently with internal stakeholders for review.
Wardell Road – Pedestrian/Cycle Crossing
In considering other suitable projects, it emerged that there is potential for Marrickville and
Canterbury Council’s to consider making a Stream 1 application to plan & design a widening or
alternative pedestrian/cyclist crossing at Wardell Road Bridge, which straddles both LGAs.
A detailed summary of this project is provided as ATTACHMENT 1.
Discussions with Canterbury Council are being conducted to determine whether it is prepared
to lead the application. This is necessary as Council’s are only able to seek funds for one
project in each Stream, other than as part of a consortium. Should Canterbury Council be
prepared to be the lead applicant then it is recommended that Council also make an
application for this project.
Stream 2 – Demonstration Projects
Greenway Trail
Council Officers initially identified merit in applying for a GreenWay Trail project, given the
potential benefit of such a project to the Marrickville Community. However, through
investigations it became evident that such a project would not be suitable for Stream 2 funding
due to a number of critical obstacles; being the probable cost involved in Council providing
50% matched funding, the project not being at a ‘shovel-ready’ stage and the Council not
being the responsible authority or landowner.
Marrickville Town Hall Forecourt
An alternative to the GreenWay Trail option is the proposed Marrickville Town Hall Forecourt
upgrade, which was reported to Council at its 15 November meeting. This report contained a
cost estimate based on a proposed scope of works that included restoration to the Winged
Victory memorial steps, gold lettering around the memorial base and new underground
lighting, along with new street furniture, paving, new suitable trees, improved lighting and a
potential bus stop relocation. The estimated cost for a full refurbishment of the Marrickville
Town Hall frontage is in the order of $450,000.
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As part of the LCP grant application, Council may wish to also include the replacement of the
Winged Victory Statue with a new bronze replica statue. As previously reported to Council the
cost of a new bronze replica statue is in the order of $300,000.

Station Street (and surrounds), Marrickville – Proposed Shopping Centre Upgrade
Station Street, Marrickville is situated just south of the geographical heart of the Marrickville
Local Government Area. This small shopping strip is approximately midway along the Illawarra
Road retail centre at Marrickville and adjacent to Marrickville Station. Its close proximity to the
train station means that many pedestrians traverse through this location as they travel to and
from the Station. The Shopping strip is in need of enhancement and, the project proposes to
carry out reconstruction and enhancement of the shopping centre in Station Street, Marrickville
and the immediate surrounding area.
Council has developed initial concept designs for the proposed Station Street (and surrounds)
enhancement works which include:•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Full decorative paving of Station Street footpaths and making the area a shared zone.
Partial raising of the road way in Station Street (near train station) and decorative
paving;
Full decorative paving of footpath in Schwebel St and kerb extensions;
Resurfacing of the surrounding adjacent Lane
Parallel parking on both sides of Station Street, where possible;
Changing traffic flows in Station Street from 2 way to one way to better accommodate
traffic and pedestrian movements;
Providing landscaping, including street trees and garden beds;
Decorative bollards and street furniture in Station Street;
Upgrade and extension of the existing stormwater system in Station Street only ,to
better manage overland flows during storm events
Water Sensitive Urban Design, including up to 2 raingardens and porous paving where
feasible;

Based on the project description above, on a dollar for dollar basis, a LCP grant of $450,000
would be sought, giving a total project budget of $900,000. Design plans are currently being
developed and officers anticipate having these ready for presentation at the December 2011
Traffic Committee with a report to Council in February 2012.
CONCLUSION
Council officers believe that the Public Domain Strategy (PDS) has the greatest merit for a
LCP application under Stream 1 – Planning & Design. The PDS is seen as an important
strategic tool to guide and assist future public domain improvement and management
processes.
In considering suitable Stream 2 projects, Council officers believe that the Station Street
project has the greatest merit based on assessed need and level of planning and design
undertaken thus far. It is seen as a ‘shovel-ready’ project that meets the criteria spelt out in the
LCP guidelines.
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FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
If Council elects to choose the PDS as the Stream 1 application, Council officers will seek
$150,000 of funding through the LCP. Council’s matching funds are available through s94
contribution. In respect to the Wardell Road Stream 1 option Council will need to fund its share
of the project to the amount of $25,000 if it and Canterbury Council were successful. This
would be the subject of a future budget bid.
In considering suitable Stream 2 applications, if Council chooses to apply for funding for the
Station Street project Council will be seeking $450,000 of funds through the LCP. Council’s
matching funds are available through existing capital budgets.
OTHER STAFF COMMENTS
Nil.
PUBLIC CONSULTATION
Nil.

RECOMMENDATION
THAT:
1.

Council applies for $150,000 of funding through the Liveable Cities Program,
Stream 1 – Planning & Design, to facilitate the undertaking of a Public Domain
Strategy; and

2.

Should Canterbury Council be prepared to be the lead applicant in the Wardell
Road Crossing project then Council make an application for this also under
Stream 1 – Planning & Design; and

3.

Council applies for $450,000 under the same program, through Stream 2 –
Demonstration Projects, to support the undertaking of the Station Street
Marrickville project.

Brian Barrett
Director, Corporate Services

ATTACHMENTS
1. Federal Government Funding - Liveable Cities Program - Projects Options for Marrickville
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ATTACHMENT 1

Federal Government - Liveable Cities Program
Project title: Design for an improved GreenWay crossing at Wardell Road Bridge over
the Cooks River
Background
In early 2011, the NSW Government approved the light rail extension and GreenWay. An
important component of the GreenWay is a walk/cycle path (referred to as the GreenWay
Trail) parallel to the light rail path and within the RailCorp corridor for most of its length. The
GreenWay Trail would run north-south, providing a link two popular east-west pathways –
the Iron Cove Bay Run to the north and the Cooks River Cycleway to the south. At the
southern end, the GreenWay Trail would exit the corridor at Jack Shanahan Park, and would
run along residential streets to Wardell Road. At that point it would utilise the narrow 1 lane
footway on either side of the Wardell Road bridge over the Cooks River and its approaches.
On the southern (Canterbury LGA) side of the bridge, the GreenWay Trail joins the Cooks
River Cycleway.
Against the wishes of the GreenWay councils and community groups, improving the Wardell
Road bridge has not been part of the NSW Government’s GreenWay approval or
construction brief. Thus is seen as a critical ‘missing link’, and to date there is no funding or
other way forward for planning, design or construction of an improved crossing. As is
explained below, there is a strong imperative to improve the walk/cycle crossing at the
Wardell Road bridge prior to, or at the same time as, construction of the GreenWay Trail to
avoid high levels of walk/cycle traffic utilising a dangerous footway.
Need for project
Most cyclists are forced to use the narrow footway on the bridge and its approaches as the
traffic lanes are narrow and traffic is moving at speed (60kph). At only 1.8m wide, the
footway makes passing by two cyclists or a pedestrian and a cyclist very difficult and
dangerous, particularly as traffic (including trucks and buses) is moving at speed adjacent to
the footway. It is particularly dangerous for children, whose cycling skills are not as
developed as adults. It could be argued that even with the current modest level of
walk/cycle traffic over the bridge, the current situation is unacceptable.

Cost and scope of project
It is proposed that the two stakeholder councils - Marrickville and Canterbury – each
allocated $25K ($50K in total), and apply for 50/50 funding as a Stream 1 Liveable Cities
Program project. If successful, $100K would be available. This would be sufficient to
undertake the following three tasks:
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However, when the GreenWay Trail is constructed by the NSW Government, walk/cycle
traffic over the bridge will increase substantially, and the situation will definitely be
unacceptable. This project aims to have all design work in place for an acceptable
walk/cycle crossing so that construction of the crossing will have been completed, or at least
well underway, before the GreenWay is constructed. In this way, the dangers of high levels
of walk/cycle traffic on the narrow footway will be avoided.
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(a) Bridge options study – which would investigate options available for a suitable/safe
crossing, e.g. stand alone walk/cycle bridge or ‘clip on’ walk cycle bridge on side of
existing road bridge. The study would identify a preferred option based on a number
of criteria, including construction cost. This would involve stakeholder consultation.
(b) Environmental assessment and concept study for preferred option – this would
ensure that all environmental assessments had been undertaken and planning
approvals obtained. These assessments would be both statutory and non-statutory.
It would also include a brief examination of the context of the bridge crossing within a
the broader context of the regional active transport network, including the GreenWay,
Cooks River Cycleway.
(c) Detailed design – This study would result in an accurate costing for the preferred
option and a detailed design drawings sufficient to allow construction of the preferred
option to proceed.
At this stage, I’m not aware that any further funding could be attracted from Roads &
Maritime Services (formerly RTA). It is envisaged that most of the project budget would be
expended in the second two tasks.
Suitability of project
The project is regarded as a ‘Stream 1’ Liveable Cities Program project. It fits with the type
of projects that could be funded under this stream, particularly the third type:
• strategic planning for regional major cities
• precinct planning
• public and active transport network planning
• corridor planning and protection
It also fits with the Program’s criteria of “planning for projects, for example feasibility studies,
that may meet the objectives and selection criteria for demonstration projects under Stream
2”. For this criteria, applicants need to demonstrate how planning and design projects will be
completed within the two year life of the program. The Wardell Road bridge design project
would fit this criteria as it could be undertaken readily within a two-year timeframe, after
which time, it could qualify as a Stream 2 (construction) project. See full list of Stream 1
criteria below.
Additional information on GreenWay Trail
For GreenWay route maps and further background information, go to the Transport for NSW
light rail program web page and the GreenWay web page:
http://www.transport.nsw.gov.au/lightrail-program
http://www.greenway.org.au/
Liveable Cities program criteria
The project would appear to fit these criteria:
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“Core criteria for Stream 1 (Planning and Design):
1. Policy compliance: Extent to which the project will meet and deliver on one or more of the
goals of productivity, sustainability and liveability within the National Urban Policy and/or the
COAG National Criteria for Cities.
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2. Partnerships in Planning and Delivery: The extent to which the project is a collaborative
effort between levels of Government or across local government boundaries, and the extent
of involvement/support of stakeholders, local communities, and other interested parties (for
example, universities).
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3. Strategic Alignment: Extent to which the project aligns with state, regional, local and/or
precinct plans for the city.
4. Deliverability: Capacity of applicants to deliver the Australian Government funded
component of the project within the life of the Liveable Cities Program (ending 30 June
2013), including confirmed partner funding arrangements, risk assessment of the project
undertaken and mitigation measures in place and, where applicable, planning and
development approvals in place (or will be in place before the funding arrangements are
finalised). In the case of Stream 1 (Planning and Design) projects, the extent to which the
proponent has committed to implement the outcomes of the planning project.
5. Funding: The extent to which projects have partner funding contributions.

Attachment 1

Notably, it would also be a planning stream project with an estimated cost of $100K
(Council’s each contributing $25K subject). The funding would go towards (a) options study
(b) concept design for chosen option and (c) detailed design for chosen option. Funding for
construction would need to be pursued as a separate process with an estimated cost for a
stand alone walk/cycle bridge in the order of $2M. Canterbury Council would lead this
application as Council’s are only able to seek one lot of funding under either stream (unless
as part of a consortium).
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Report No:

C1211(1) Item 7

Subject:

MINUTES OF THE MARRICKVILLE TRANSPORT PLANNING AND
ADVISORY COMMITTEE HELD ON 27 OCTOBER 2011

File Ref:

317-01/65634.11

Prepared By: Kendall Banfield - Transport Planner
SYNOPSIS
The Marrickville Transportation Planning and Advisory Committee (Transport Committee) held
a meeting to consider 11 items on 27 October 2011.

RECOMMENDATION
THAT:
1.

Council receives and notes this report; and

2.

Council:
(a)
(b)
(c)

writes to Roads & Maritime Services (RMS) requesting a speed limit
reduction for Addison Road, explaining the rationale for this request;
alters the ‘no cycling’ signs on Addison Road to make it clear that cycling is
prohibited on the footway, not the roadway; and
investigates works that could be implemented in the area of Addison Road
near the community centre entry/exit to improve conditions for cycling.

BACKGROUND
The minutes of the 27 October 2011 Transport Committee meeting at ATTACHMENT 1
summarise discussions which occurred at the meeting and are recommended for adoption.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
Not applicable.
OTHER STAFF COMMENTS
Relevant Council staff attended the 27 October 2011 meeting and draft meeting minutes were
circulated to all Committee members and meeting attendees.
PUBLIC CONSULTATION
Community representatives attended the 27 October 2011 meeting and draft meeting minutes
were circulated to all Committee members and meeting attendees. The business paper was
publicly available on Council’s website before the meeting and final minutes are publicly
available on the website as part of the normal reporting process.
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RECOMMENDATION
THAT:
1.

Council receives and notes this report; and

2.

Council:
(a) writes to Roads & Maritime Services (RMS) requesting a speed limit reduction
for Addison Road, explaining the rationale for this request;
(b) alters the ‘no cycling’ signs on Addison Road to make it clear that cycling is
prohibited on the footway, not the roadway; and
(c) investigates works that could be implemented in the area of Addison Road
near the community centre entry/exit to improve conditions for cycling.

Ken Hawke
Director, Planning & Environmental Services

ATTACHMENTS
1. Minutes of the 27 October 2011 meeting of the Marrickville Transport Committee (4
pages)
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Meeting of the
Marrickville Transportation Planning & Advisory Committee
(Transport Committee)
6-8pm Thursday 27 October 2011
Function Room, Level 3, Marrickville Council
2-14 Fisher Street, Petersham
MINUTES
Present
Clr Peter Olive
Neil Strickland
Richard Sage
George Tsaprounis
Kendall Banfield
Fiona Campbell
Ian Phillips
Apologies
Ken Hawke
Wal Petschler
Marcus Rowan
Glenn Redmayne
Allan Miles
Francois LaRue

Committee Chair, Marrickville Council
Director, Infrastructure Services, Marrickville Council
Manager, Infrastructure Planning, Marrickville Council
Traffic Engineer, Marrickville Council
Transport Planner, Marrickville Council
Community representative, Bike Marrickville
Community representative, Bike Marrickville

Director, Planning & Environmental Services
Manager, Infrastructure Investigations & Design, Marrickville
Council
Manager, Planning Services, Marrickville Council
Strategic Community Project Officer, Access & Inclusion,
Marrickville Council
Community representative, Action for Public Transport
Regional Traffic Officer, Roads & Maritime Services (RMS),
formerly Roads & Traffic Authority (RTA)

ITEM 1: MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING
There were no comments on the minutes of the previous meeting, and the minutes were
endorsed. The status of the action items from the last meeting were noted.
Officer’s recommendation: That the minutes are endorsed, and any comments on the
minutes are noted.
Committee’s recommendation: Same as officer’s recommendation.
ITEM 2: WELCOME TO NEW CHAIR
The Committee welcomed Clr Peter Olive as the new Chair.
Officer’s
recommendation:
That
the
report
is
received
and
noted,
comments/recommendations from the Committee are noted; and the Committee welcomes
Clr Olive as the new Chair.
Committee’s recommendation: Same as officer’s recommendation.
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ITEM 3: BICYCLE WORKING GROUP
The Committee discussed the approval and subsequent rescission motion in relation to the
cycleway design on Carrington Road, Marrickville South. The Chair asked Council staff if
there was enough width on Carrington Road to allow for a two-way separated cycleway
whilst retaining kerbside parking on both sides of the road. The response was that whilst
this may be possible, additional space is needed for the movement of heavy vehicles along
Carrington Road and in and out of industrial properties and side streets joining Carrington
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Road. Bike Marrickville members commented that if this could be achieved, there would be
a speed reduction benefit from narrowing the traffic movement space on Carrington Road.
The Committee discussed the no-cycling signs that have recently been placed along
Addison Road, Marrickville. A Bike Marrickville member suggested three measures to
improve signage and conditions for cycling on Addison Road that were previously suggested
by Bike Marrickville at the October 2011 Bicycle Working Group, i.e. reduced speed limit,
removal of squeeze points adjacent to median crossings and inclusion of words on signs that
cycling is prohibited on the footway (not the roadway). A Bike Marrickville member
suggested that stencils on the footway could be used in addition to signs with minimal visual
impact. With regard to the speed reduction, it was also noted that this would improve traffic
safety in the area around the entrance/exit to the Addison Road Community Centre, which
can be very busy, particularly on weekends. This led the Committee to draft a
recommendation to Council as shown below.
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Officer’s recommendation: That the report is received and noted, and
comments/recommendations from the Committee are noted.
Committee’s recommendation: That Council:
1. writes to Roads & Maritime Services (RMS) requesting a speed limit reduction for
Addison Road, explaining the rationale for this request;
2. alters the ‘no cycling’ signs on Addison Road to make it clear that cycling is prohibited on
the footway, not the roadway; and
3. investigates works that could be implemented in the area of Addison Road near the
community centre entry/exit to improve conditions for cycling.
ITEM 4: LIGHT RAIL & GREENWAY PLANNING
The Committee noted that the Save the GreenWay rally, scheduled for Saturday 29 October
2011, was only three days away. The Chair pointed out that a further rally outside
Parliament House is also planned, at which Friends of the GreenWay representatives plan to
present a petition to the NSW Government advocating construction of the GreenWay at the
same time as the light rail extension.
The Transport Planner explained that at the last meeting of the Inner West Liaison Group
(IWLG) for the project, the Department of Transport had pointed out that tunnelling through
the road bridge culverts for the GreenWay path was assessed to be more costly and difficult
than previously thought. This is one of the reasons why the GreenWay has been deferred,
and is likely to result in the pathway crossing some of the roads at-grade rather than through
a tunnel. A Bike Marrickville member suggested that the Councils could commission their
own cost estimate for these works to verify if the Department of Transport’s assertion is
reasonable.
Regardless of the reasons why the GreenWay may have been deferred, there was general
agreement at the meeting that not constructing the GreenWay at the same time as the light
rail was not good financial management. This point should be raised by the councils and
community groups in their advocacy efforts.
and

noted

and

ITEM 5: PUBLIC DOMAIN PARKING STUDIES
The full list of studies, in approximate order of their completion, was in the business paper
for this meeting. Council’s Director, Infrastructure Services pointed out that the $300K
available for the studies was not likely to fund the full list of studies.
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Officer’s recommendation: That the report is received
comments/recommendations from the Committee are noted.
Committee’s recommendation: Same as officer’s recommendation.
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Council’s Manager, Infrastructure Planning gave a brief progress report on these studies.
The Tempe parking study is now underway, and it is expected that the Marrickville study will
commence before the end of 2011. There was general discussion about use of Tempe
Reserve for parking by Sydney Airport staff. The 3P parking restriction imposed on the main
carpark in 2010 has been effective in that it has freed up parking space for park users.
Sydney Airport staff (and some airport visitors), who had previously used this car park, are
now parking on unrestricted kerbside spaces along Holbeach Avenue on the northern side of
the reserve. This appears to be a satisfactory situation, as airport workers/visitors are being
accommodated without affecting parking availability by park users or residents near the
reserve.
The Committee discussed Tempe Reserve parking and the appropriateness of paid parking,
noting that Sydney Airport, located some 600m from Tempe Reserve, was charging very
high prices for parking.
There was general agreement with Council’s Manager,
Infrastructure Planning that paid parking may be problematic as it would push parking
demand into nearby residential areas and to other unrestricted parking areas nearby in the
Rockdale LGA. The Transport Planner pointed out that Sydney Airport Corporation Limited
(SACL) has a long-standing plan to construct a staff car park on airport land on the eastern
side of the runway landing lights, to the north of Tempe Lands. A road bridge over
Alexandra Canal will connect the car park to Airport Drive. When this carpark is built,
airport-related parking demand in Tempe Reserve is expected to fall. These issues will be
examined as part of the Tempe parking study.
There was a brief discussion about of the Newtown-Enmore parking study. Most of the
recommendations of this study have now been implemented. An important recommendation
of this study was a new set of resident parking schemes, and these have been implemented.
The Traffic Engineer reported that whilst implementation was underway, there were many
complaints and comments from the community about the schemes, but there are now few
complaints or comments. The Transport Planner reported that discussions had recently
recommenced between Council staff and Enmore Theatre management about the proposed
shared parking arrangement with Enmore Design Centre, which is a recommendation of the
Newtown-Enmore study.
Officer’s recommendation: That the report is received
comments/recommendations from the Committee are noted.
Committee’s recommendation: Same as officer’s recommendation.

and

noted

and

ITEM 6: ACCESSIBLE BUS SHELTERS
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It was reported in the business paper, and explained at the meeting, that the Strategic
Community Project Officer, Access & Inclusion and Transport Planner had identified four bus
stops for consideration for the Accessible Bus Shelters project. Two of the bus stops are
adjacent to Sydenham Station, one is on Enmore Road at Enmore Park and one is on
Enmore Road at Newtown Bridge.
The Director of Infrastructure Services stated that the current Adshel bus shelter contract
was drawing to a close and Council had the option to purchase existing shelters from Adshel
or to remove shelters. The decision taken by Council would depend on the condition and
suitability of each shelter. In any event, it provided an opportunity to improve problematic
bus shelters. Advertising plays an important role in reducing bus shelter costs. Without
advertising, each bus shelter costs of the order of $20K to construct and around $3K pa to
maintain. With advertising, there are no costs, and the possibility of an income to Council.
The Director of Infrastructure Services advised that the project team to examine City of
Sydney bus shelter contracts and designs as part of this project. With regard to the Enmore
Road shelter at Newtown Bridge, footway widening may be an option (subject to RTA
approval), as has been achieved on other sections of Enmore Road.
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Officer’s recommendation: That the report is received
comments/recommendations from the Committee are noted.
Committee’s recommendation: Same as officer’s recommendation.

and

noted

and
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ITEM 7: AIRPORT LINK & M5 CORRIDOR ISSUES
This item was intended for information only, and there was no discussion of this item at the
meeting.
Officer’s recommendation: That the report is received
comments/recommendations from the Committee are noted.
Committee’s recommendation: Same as officer’s recommendation.

and

noted

and

ITEM 8: CBD TO AIRPORT/PORT CORRIDOR STUDY
This item was intended for information only, and there was no discussion of this item at the
meeting.
Officer’s recommendation: That the report is received
comments/recommendations from the Committee are noted.
Committee’s recommendation: Same as officer’s recommendation.

and

noted

and

ITEM 9: TIMETABLE CHANGES
This item was intended for information only, and there was no discussion of this item at the
meeting.
Officer’s recommendation: That the report is received
comments/recommendations from the Committee are noted.
Committee’s recommendation: Same as officer’s recommendation.

and

noted

and

ITEM 10: OTHER BUSINESS
Three items of other business were raised at the meeting. The first item related to staffing.
The new Transport Planner, formerly a transport planner at Camden Borough, London, is
due to start in the Planning Services branch in January 2012. The new Traffic Management
Planner, formerly a traffic engineer at Blacktown Council, starting in the Infrastructure
Planning branch on in November 2011.
The second item was to formally welcome Richard Sage, Infrastructure Planning Manager,
to the Committee. It was explained to the Committee that this position is relevant to the
Transport Committee as strategic aspects of traffic/parking planning and management will
be the responsibility of the Infrastructure Planning branch.
The third item was to advise that Council was undertaking community consultation for the
new Marrickville Library and Committee members were encouraged to comment on
transport or other aspects of the proposal.
Officer’s recommendation: That the report is received
comments/recommendations from the Committee are noted.
Committee’s recommendation: Same as officer’s recommendation.

and

noted

and

The next meeting will be held at 6-8pm on Thursday 16 February 2012 in Council’s
Function Room.
The meeting concluded at 8:00pm.
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Item No:

C1211(1) Item 8

Subject:

REVIEW OF DLG COMPARATIVE DATA 2009/10

File Ref:

217-01/66369.11

Prepared By: Kate Senior - Corporate Planner
SYNOPSIS
The attached table provides an overview of the comparative data recently released by the
Division of Local Government (DLG). The comparisons show that Marrickville continues to
provide good value for money relative to other similar-sized urban councils. It continues to
provide comparatively high rates of per capita expenditure across a range of service areas,
while maintaining a low average residential rate.
Council has a similar level of dependence on rates to other comparable urban councils, but
receives a greater share of its income from user charges, and a smaller proportion from
developer contributions. In comparison to other councils, however, Marrickville has a high
proportion of expenditure on employee costs.

RECOMMENDATION
THAT:
1.

the report be received and noted;

2.

the comparative data be used to inform the maintenance of the Delivery Program,
Operational Plan and Resourcing Strategy; and

3.

the comparative data be used to inform service planning and provision.

BACKGROUND
The DLG has recently released its 2009/10 comparative information report for all NSW
Councils. The DLG data profiles the performance of councils across a range of service areas
as well as their relative rating and financial performance.
Comparative reporting on performance in planning and development and library services is
undertaken by the Department of Planning and the State Library respectively. The 2009/10
comparative data has been accessed from these agencies, and discussion of these areas is
also included here.
Marrickville is defined as a Group 3 council under the DLG classification: an urban local
government area with a population between 70,000 and 120,000 people. Based on this
classification Marrickville is smaller in terms of population (currently about 78,000 people) than
other councils in Group 3. The discussion below thus includes some comparisons with Group
2 councils (urban councils with a population between 30,000 and 70,000 people) to provide a
clearer picture of where Marrickville is performing in relation to similar sized urban councils.

DISCUSSION
A table detailing Marrickville's performance in comparison to other councils in Sydney and
NSW is provided at Attachment 1. The following points outline key findings in relation to our
performance.
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CONCLUSION
Marrickville continues to provide good value for money relative to other similar-sized urban
councils. It continues to provide comparatively high rates of per capita expenditure across a
range of service areas, while maintaining a low average residential rate.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
This report provides an historical snapshot of performance, and as such has no current
financial implications. However, it provides broad comparative information that may be used to
inform financial and operational planning and decision-making.
OTHER STAFF COMMENTS
The draft report was circulated to the Executive Management Team and comments have been
incorporated.
PUBLIC CONSULTATION
Not applicable.

RECOMMENDATION
THAT:
1.

the report be received and noted;

2.

the comparative data be used to inform the maintenance of the Delivery
Program, Operational Plan and Resourcing Strategy; and

3.

the comparative data be used to inform service planning and provision.

Ken Gainger
General Manager

ATTACHMENTS
1. Attachment 1 - Data tables on Marrickville's comparative performance 2009/10
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Marrickville
2009/10

Marrickville
2008/09

Average rate per
assessment – residential

$715.31
(up 5.1%)

$680.35
(up 4.5%)

$650.94
(up 1.7%)

Average rate per
assessment – business

$4,854.48
(up 1.3%)

$4,791.32
(up 3.7%)

3.61%
(down 4.2%)

3.77%
(down 6.2%)

Indicator

Marrickville Group 3 average
2007/08
2009/10

Group 3 lowest
2009/10

Group 3 highest
2009/10

NSW average
2009/10

$789.54

$542.69
Auburn

$992.44
Sutherland

$785.90

$4,618.39
(up 3.4%)

$4,793.18

$2,430.89
Hurstville

$9,045.69
Parramatta

$4,151.00

4.02%
(up 4.4%)

4.10%

2.41%
Auburn

5.63%
Rockdale

5.31%

Rating

Outstanding rates and
annual charges

Sources of income from continuing operations
Rates & Annual Charges

56.43%
(down 0.7%)

56.85%
(down 4.5%)

59.55%
(down 2.9%)

57.28%

42.86%
Blacktown

67.97%
Bankstown

47.26%

15.81%
(up 10%)

14.37%
(down 2.6%)

14.76%
(up 1.6%)

11.28%

5.20%
Bankstown

19.82%
Warringah

16.78%

Interest

4.74%
(down 6.7%)

5.08%
(up 28.9%)

3.94%
(up 16%)

3.58%

-0.65%
Ryde

6.97%
Auburn

4.18%

Grants

9.41%
(down 28.8%)

13.21%
(up 28.5%)

10.28%
(down 6.8%)

11.39%

6.15%
Warringah

18.33%
Canterbury

16.70%

Contributions

5.91%
(up 49.6%)

3.95%
(down 0.3%)

3.96%
(up 48.8%)

10.41%

1.14%
Canterbury

28.90%
Blacktown

9.46%

Other Revenue

7.69%
(up 17.9%)

6.52%
(down 13.4%)

7.53%
(up 6.5%)

6.07%

2.86%
Holroyd

9.48%
Warringah

5.61%

User Charges & Fees

Dissection of expenses from continuing operations
Employee Costs

48.89%
(down 0.5%)

49.15%
(down 1.7%)

49.99%
(down 4.1%)

44.95%

50.26%
Sutherland

39.85%
Canada Bay

39.39%

Materials & contracts

24.51%
(down 17%)

29.52%
(down 4.6%)

30.94%
(up 10.9%)

23.01%

16.12%
Sutherland

35.85%
Warringah

26.62%

1.36%

1.48%

2.10%

0.71%

0.00%

2.60%

2.06%

Borrowing costs
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Indicator

Marrickville
2009/10
(down 8.1%)

Marrickville
2008/09
(down 29.5%)

Marrickville Group 3 average
2007/08
2009/10
(up 37.3%)

Group 3 lowest
2009/10

Group 3 highest
2009/10
Blacktown,
Parramatta

NSW average
2009/10

Hurstville, Randwick

Depreciation
Other Expenses

13.11%
(up 0.6%)

13.03%
(up 19.8%)

10.88%
(down 1%)

15.58%

9.86%
Ku-ring-gai

23.28%
Ryde

19.93%

12.13%
(up 77.6%)

6.83%
(up 12.3%)

6.08%
(down 18.5%)

15.75%

10.53%
Randwick

21.37%
Blacktown

12.94%

$954.97
(down 26.5%)

$1,300.10
(up 52.1%)

$750.41
(up 2.4%)

$594.93
Canterbury

$985.47
Marrickville

$1,042.77
(up 4.4%)

Corporate
Total continuing
operations income per
capita

$985.47
(up 3.2%)

Total expenses from
continuing operations

$1,043.68
(up

$1004.12
(up 9.4%)

$917.43
(up 5.7%)

$743.53
(down 0.4%)

$598.43
Canterbury

$1,043.68
Marrickville

$1,055.82
(up 2.2%)

3.69
(unchanged)

3.68
(down 1.6%)

3.74
(up 199.2%)

2.96

1.16
Canada Bay

6.71
Blacktown

2.71

4.58
(down 53.9%)

9.94
(up 129%)

2.77

0.00

7.32
Parramatta

4.99

73.61

75.64

77.14

36.05
Rockdale

168.76
Warringah

84.41

509
(down 0.8%)

513
(up 5.3%)

487
(down .6%)

587.99

281
Auburn

1,376
Blacktown

293.34

$59.72
(up 4.7%)

$57.04
(down 3%)

$58.82
(up 4.7%)

N/A

N/A

N/A

$46.04

517,720
(down 1.8%)

527,400
(up 2.3%)

515,734
(down 10.1%)

N/A

N/A

N/A

510,968

6.61

6.84

6.76

N/A

N/A

N/A

6.9

Current ratio (unrestricted)
Debt service ratio

4.36
(down 4.8%)
Building and infrastructure
renewal ratio
Number of equivalent full
time staff

Blacktown,
Hurstville, Randwick

75.48

Library services
Expenditure/capita
Loans
Loans/capita
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Indicator

Marrickville
2009/10
(down 3.4%)

Marrickville
2008/09
(up 1.2%)

Marrickville Group 3 average
2007/08
2009/10
(down 9.8%)

Visits

348,167
(down 8.7%)

381,447
(down 7.4%)

412,056
(up 9.3%)

Group 3 lowest
2009/10

Group 3 highest
2009/10

NSW average
2009/10

N/A

N/A

N/A

389,567

Planning and development services
No. of DAs determined

513
(down 5.9%)

545
(down 4.9%)

573
(up 4.9%)

969

374
Auburn

2,460
Blacktown

471

Total estimated value of
DAs approved (millions)

$205.8m
(up 178.1%)

$74m
(down 47.5%)

$141m
(up 136.6%)

$274m

$99.1m
Auburn

$512.7m
Warringah

$103m

Gross mean determination
time

96
(down 11.1%)

108
(down 21.2%)

137
(up 8.7%)

69

52
Warringah

103
Canterbury

59

Net mean determination
time

33
(down 41.1%)

56
(down 31.7%)

82
(up 24.2%)

48

32
Randwick

76
Auburn

38

Gross median
determination time

76
(down 11.6%)

86
(down 14.8%)

101
(up 1%)

48

26
Hurstville

76
Marrickville

37

Net median determination
time

18
(down 47.1%)

34
(down 29.2%)

48

34

18
Marrickville

70
Auburn

27

Legal appeals and legal costs
No. of appeals determined

8

14

10

7

0

36
Ku-ring-gai

N/A

No. of appeals upheld

4

7

5

3

0

13
Parramatta

N/A

$25.17
(up 42.36%)

$17.68
(up 22.9%)

$17.62
(up 16.3%)

$7.32
Auburn

$34.32
Randwick

$31.65
(up 5.8%)

Environmental management and health services
Environmental
management and health
expenditure/capita

$33.86
(up $34.5%)

Recreation and leisure services
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Indicator
Recreation and leisure
expenditure/capita

Marrickville
2009/10

Marrickville
2008/09

Marrickville Group 3 average
2007/08
2009/10

$100.02
(up 19.0%)

$84.04

$21.00

$166.79
(up 1.2%)

$164.76
(up 25.5%)

$131.31
(up 7.4%)

Group 3 lowest
2009/10

Group 3 highest
2009/10

NSW average
2009/10

$67.38
(up 5.3%)

$34.22
Canterbury

$100.02
Marrickville

$86.18
(up 3.2%)

$52.07
(up 1.4%)

$9.19
Rockdale

$166.79
Marrickville

$67.13
(up 3.7%)

Community services
Community services
expenditure/capita
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Report No:

C1211(1) Item 9

Subject:

COUNCIL INVESTMENTS AS AT 31 OCTOBER 2011

File Ref:

439/66229.11

Prepared By: Rob Peno - Coordinator Financial & Management Accounting
SYNOPSIS
In accordance with the requirements of clause 212 of the Local Government (General)
Regulation 2005, Council is provided with a listing of all investments made pursuant to section
625 of the Local Government Act 1993 and held as at 31 October 2011.

RECOMMENDATION
THAT :
1.
2.

the report indicating Council’s Fund Management position be received and
noted; and
Council approve the utilisation of Austraclear Limited as detailed in
(ATTACHMENT 5).

BACKGROUND
Clause 212 of the Local Government (General) Regulation 2005 requires that a report be
presented to Council each month listing all investments with a certification from the
Responsible Accounting Officer (Director Corporate Services). Attached to this report are
further reports from Council’s Investment Advisors, Oakvale Capital Limited (Oakvale).

DISCUSSION
ATTACHMENT 1 AND ATTACHMENT 2 to this report summarise all investments held by
Council and interest returns as at 31 October 2011.
Council is receiving actual interest payments as shown in the Notional Interest column at the
rate indicated in the Average Weighted Interest (Avg Wgt Int) column. The column headed Net
Income is the net of the Notional Interest and Capital Movements during the period. The return
is the sum of the notional interest and capital movement reflected as an interest rate. Where
there is a negative capital movement disclosed, the Return column percentage will generally
be lower than the Average Weighted Interest (Avg Wgt Int) percentage being earned by the
investment.
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The Investment Holdings report (ATTACHMENT 1) for the period to 31 October 2011 reflects
Council’s holding in various investment categories listed in the table below:
MARKET VALUE
30 SEPTEMBER 2011
$2,887,423
$50,147,115
$5,759,393
$3,989,095
$1,653,616
$2,047,200
$66,483,842

INVESTMENT TYPE

Cash at Call
Term Deposit
Term Deposits – Periodic Interest
Floating Rate Notes
Mortgage Backed Securities
Corporate Bonds
TOTAL

MARKET VALUE 31
OCTOBER 2011
$3,237,423
$47,239,974
$5,756,258
$3,985,886
$1,660,505
$2,001,840
$63,881,885

The One-Month Portfolio Investment Return (5.13%) was above the UBSWA Bank Bill Index
Benchmark (5.06%). The Year To Date Investments Return (6.32%) was well above the
UBSWA Bank Bill Index Benchmark (5.01%).
For the month ending 31 October 2011, interest has accrued as per the table below:
YTD Budget
$833,451

YTD Mark to Market
$1,283,720

YTD Cash Basis
$1,265,105

The mark to market capital adjustment as required by the accounting standards are due to the
nature of the investment, and are unlikely to impact on the eventual return of capital and
interest to Council. The Mark to Market is a likely outcome if Council were to consider recalling
the investment prior to its due date.
A Monthly Economic and Investment Portfolio Commentary from Oakvale, is at
ATTACHMENT 3.
A Report in relation to Legal Maturity, Call Date and Weighted Average Life in relation to the
Mortgage Backed Securities (Emerald Reverse Mortgage Investments) and the Bank Issued
Subordinated Debt (Bonds) (HSBC Aust Sub Debt) has been provided by Oakvale for
Marrickville Council reference (ATTACHMENT 4).
Oakvale has supplied a proposal for Marrickville Council to become an Associate Member of
Austraclear Limited with the benefits provided (ATTACHMENT 5). Oakvale has advised that
there would be a one-off establishment cost of approximately $2,000 and annual operating
costs of approximately $1,000. Council would benefit by being a Austraclear member in the
following ways:
- Having a centralised safe custody account in Council’s own name;
- Simultaneous exchange of “Real Time Gross Settlement” cash versus security;
- Cash is debited/credited automatically over Council’s nominated bank accounts;
- On demand portfolio and cashflow reports;
- Automatic annual Portfolio issued at June month end; and
- On demand portfolio and cashflow reports.
Austraclear requires a Marrickville Council resolution to proceed with this proposal.
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Certificate by Responsible Accounting Officer:
I hereby certify in accordance with Clause 212 (1) (b) of the Local Government (General)
Regulation 2005 that the investments listed in ATTACHMENT 1 have been made in
accordance with section 625 of the Local Government Act 1993, the Regulation and Council’s
Investment Policy FS.9.
ATTACHMENT 4 is to keep Marrickville Council informed on these particular investments held
by Marrickville Council and in relation to ATTACHMENT 5, it is recommended that Marrickville
Council approved the utilisation of Austraclear Limited.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
Nil with proposed Austraclear Limited fees to be covered within the bank fee adopted budget.
OTHER STAFF COMMENTS
Nil.
PUBLIC CONSULTATION
Nil.

RECOMMENDATION
THAT:
1.
2.

the report indicating Council’s Fund Management position be received and
noted; and
Council approve the utilisation of Austraclear Limited as detailed in
(ATTACHMENT 5).

Gary Mills
Manager, Finance

ATTACHMENTS
1. Council's Holdings
2. Investment Graphs
3. Economic and Investment Portfolio Commentary
4. Oakvale Report On Legal Maturity, Call Date And Weighted Average Life
5. Oakvale Recommendation On Austraclear Limited
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Item No:

C1211(1) Item 10

Subject:

DUAL ROLES - COUNCILLORS AS MEMBERS OF PARLIAMENT IN NSW

File Ref:

952-01/67099.11

Prepared By: Brian Barrett - Director, Corporate Services
SYNOPSIS
Report inviting a submission from Council on the dual roles of Councillors as Members of
Parliament in NSW.

RECOMMENDATION
THAT Council determines:
1.

whether to respond to the Discussion Paper on Dual Roles as Councillors and as
Members of Parliament in NSW; and

2.

the terms in which the response should be made.

BACKGROUND
The Division of Local Government has issued a discussion paper on the dual roles of
Councillors as Members of Parliament in NSW and seeks submissions from Council,
Councillors and members of the public. The deadline for submission is 31 January 2012.
DISCUSSION
The Discussion Paper outlines the respective roles of a Councillor/Mayor and a Member of
Parliament.
It makes the following key points:
1.

NSW State Parliamentarians are precluded from concurrently being a Member
of either House of Parliament. Similarly, Federal Parliamentarians cannot
concurrently be members of the NSW Parliament.

2.

Dual roles as Councillors and Members of Parliament are prohibited in Victoria,
Queensland, Western Australia and South Australia. No such prohibition exists
in Tasmania, the Northern Territory, NSW or New Zealand.

It provides the case both for and against allowing Councillors to be Members of Parliament.
These are included in the paper and are self-explanatory.
The Paper also notes that there is no conflict of interest under the Model Code of Conduct in
holding both roles and confirms that the role of Councillor is not ‘an office of profit under the
Crown’ and is not a barrier to being a member of the NSW Parliament on this ground. It also
presents some commentary on the argument that forcing Councillors to resign when they
become Members of Parliament would result in more local by-elections.
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CONCLUSION
The report invites input from Council but as the closing date for input is 31 January 2012, the
matter needs to be dealt with in the December meeting cycle.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
Not applicable.
OTHER STAFF COMMENTS
Nil.
PUBLIC CONSULTATION
Nil.

RECOMMENDATION
THAT Council determines:
1.

whether to respond to the Discussion Paper on Dual Roles as Councillors and as
Members of Parliament in NSW; and

2.

the terms in which the response should be made.

Brian Barrett
Director, Corporate Services

ATTACHMENTS
1. DLG Discussion Paper - Dual Roles Councillors as Members of Parliament in NSW
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Report No:

C1211(1) Item 11

Subject:

NOTICE OF MOTION: DRAFT MARRICKVILLE DEVELOPMENT CONTROL
2011

File Ref:

952-01/65792.11

From Councillor Dimitrios Thanos
MOTION:
THAT:
1.

Controls 12 and 13 in Section 5.1.3.3 Massing and setbacks of draft Marrickville
Development Control 2011 be amended as follows:

Attachment 1

Rear massing
C12
Where the rear boundary adjoins a lane:
i.
The rear building envelope must be contained within the
combination of the rear boundary plane and a 45 degree
sloping plane from a point 7.5 metres vertically above the
lane ground level, measured at the rear boundary, and
contain a maximum of two storeys on the rear most
building plane;
i.
notwithstanding point i., building envelopes may exceed
the above building envelope control where it can be
demonstrated that any rear massing that penetrates above
the envelope control will not cause significant visual bulk or
amenity impacts on neighbouring properties to the rear.
C13
Where the rear boundary is a common boundary between
properties:
i.
The rear building envelope must be contained within the
combination of the rear boundary plane and a 45 degree
sloping plane from a point 5 metres vertically above the
ground level of the property being developed, measured at
the rear boundary, and contain a maximum of one storey
on the rear most building plane;
ii. notwithstanding point i., building envelopes may exceed
the above building envelope control where it can be
demonstrated that any rear massing that penetrates above
the envelope control will not cause significant visual bulk or
amenity impacts on neighbouring properties to the rear.
2.

That Figure 8 in Section 5.1.3.3 Massing and setbacks of draft Marrickville
Development Control 2011 be amended to be consistent with the amended wording
proposed in Motion 1.

3.

That Objective O9 in Section 5.1.3.3 Massing and setbacks of draft Marrickville
Development Control 2011 be amended to be consistent with the amended wording
proposed in Motion 1 as follows:
O9

To ensure the rear massing of developments does not cause
significant visual bulk or amenity impacts on neighbouring
properties to the rear.
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4.

That the precinct-specific diagrams in Sections 9.36, 9.38 and 9.40 be amended to
be consistent with the amended wording proposed in Motion 1, deleting the 6m
minimum control adjacent to the lane.
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Background
Controls 12 and 13 in Section 5.1.3.3 Massing and setbacks of draft Marrickville Development
Control 2011 as exhibited are as follows:
Rear massing
C12
Building envelopes:
iii. As a minimum, must be contained within a 45 degree
sloping plane from a line 7.5m vertically above the
intersection of the lane or adjoining rear property level and
the rear boundary; and
iv. Generally must be setback a minimum 6m from the rear
boundary.
C13
Building envelopes may be built within 6m of the rear boundary
only where:
v. It relates to car parking, loading or service areas;
vi. The change in ground levels allows the street fronting
commercial
level
to
sit
above
the
car
parking/loading/service areas at the rear lane level; or
vii. The building envelope:
a. Contains commercial or residential at the rear where
the site circumstances and design allows the relevant
controls to be complied with;
b. Contains a maximum two storeys on the rear most
building line; and
c. Enhances the quality of any laneway by improving
the visual quality of the lanescape and improving
safety from activation and surveillance.
These controls have been drafted to achieve the following for the rear massing of commercial
and mixed use developments:

When backing onto a rear lane:
• a minimum 6m deep area is provided for parking, loading and service areas (ie where this
is an open area); and
• any structures containing parking, loading, service areas, and/or residential or commercial
floor space as they rise in storeys is further setback so they do not cause significant bulk
impacts on adjoining, commonly residential, properties.
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When backing onto an adjoining property:
• a minimum 6m setback from the rear boundary is achieved consistent with the building
separation control for habitable rooms or balconies; and
• any structures containing residential or commercial floor space as they rise in storeys is
further setback so they do not cause significant bulk impacts on adjoining, commonly
residential, properties.
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Concern is raised that these controls are unclear and will unduly restrict development at the
rear of commercial properties where a larger rear mass that penetrates the envelope control
may not cause any amenity impacts on adjoining properties. The following motion rewords
these controls to address this concern.

Manager, Planning Services Reports
The Notice of Motion proposes amendments to Controls 12 and 13 in Section 5.1.3.3 Massing
and setbacks and other consequential amendments to controls, objectives and diagrams
within draft Marrickville Development Control 2011 (dMDCP).
The proposed amendments do not alter the type of development outcomes that can occur
under the planning controls. Instead they provide specific information as to where variations
allowing building envelopes to penetrate outside the building envelope control can occur
(where it can be demonstrated that these will not cause significant visual bulk or amenity
impacts on neighbouring properties to the rear may be considered and under what
circumstances) whereas the existing controls remain silent on these matters on the basis that
variations would be evaluated at the development application stage.
The proposed amendments are supported by Council officers as they do not detract from the
urban design controls for the commercial centres established under the Village Centres Study.
As the proposed amendments do not alter the intent or application of dMDCP they do not need
to be publicly exhibited. Subject to the gazettal date of the MLEP, as the MDCP will come into
effect with the MLEP, the proposed amendments may either be able to be incorporated into
the current dMDCP or if the MLEP is gazetted prior to this Notice of Motion, they will be added
through Amendment No.1.

Resource Implications:
Nil.

Attachment 1

ATTACHMENTS
Nil.
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C1211(1) Item 12

Subject:

NOTICE OF MOTION: LOUISA LAWSON RESERVE

File Ref:

952-01/65518.11

From Councillor Emanuel Tsardoulias
MOTION:
THAT Council installs a shelter area of the park which consists of three tables and seats
to allow seniors and other community groups to use and be completed in this budget.
Budget can be drawn from the $45k allocation of switch box which can’t be delivered
from allocated budget.
Background
Louisa Lawson Reserve was named after Louisa Lawson who was an Australian writer,
publisher, suffragist, and feminist. She was the mother of the poet and author Henry Lawson.
The reserve currently is being used by a diverse part of our community. Recently I was
approached by several local senior residents who requested for me to assist in getting a
covered area with seating at the reserve as the seniors often use the Louisa Lawson Reserve
as a seniors meeting network spot and engage themselves in senior activities.
With warmer weather and the heat waves over the current season, it would make it difficult for
seniors to go to the reserve during the day without any form of shelter.
Director, Infrastructure Services
Three super advanced deciduous shade trees have recently been planted near the
playground.
A large picnic shelter with two picnic tables and seats, and with minor additional
embellishments would cost approximately $50,000. A smaller shelter with a single table would
cost up to about $30,000.
A decision is required as to the appropriate scope of the project and therefore the likely cost. It
is preferable for the project to be considered and prioritised as part of the 2012/13 Budget
process.
Council allocated $40,000 in the 2011/2012 Capital Budget to investigate partition switching
for sports field lighting systems. Further investigations are required to determine if
modifications can be made to wiring and control systems to allow partial operation of the
sports field lighting systems and whether this would meet current Australian Standards. Until
that review is completed, the partial switching budget allocation should be retained.
Resource Implications:
A preliminary estimate of cost for three picnic tables with seats under picnic shelters ranges
between $70,000 and $80,000 depending on the scope of works.

ATTACHMENTS
Nil.
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C1211(1) Item 13

Subject:

NOTICE OF MOTION: JACK SHANAHAN RESERVE

File Ref:

952-01/65519.11

From Councillor Emanuel Tsardoulias
MOTION:
THAT Council staff prepare a report to investigate the costing of an upgrade of the
reserve which includes access to the lightrail proposal and greenway gardens along the
border of the fence of the tracks, resurfacing of tennis courts, basketball courts and
furniture upgrade, toilets and graffiti murals for the 2012 budget.

Background
Council allocated $60,000 in the 2011/2012 Capital Budget to repair and resurface the
basketball court at Jack Shanahan Reserve.

Manager, Infrastructure Planning Reports
Preparation and planning of upgrading works at Jack Shanahan Reserve will involve
consultation with a range of interested parties to clarify light rail infrastructure and access
through the park, greenway and biodiversity planting opportunities, recreation demand and
park asset renewal and embellishment requirements.
It is preferable for the project to be considered and prioritised as part of the Budget process,
with design development in one year and construction in the following year. Should Council
concur, then officers can prepare a capital bid in this format for consideration in the 2012/2013
Budget process.

Resource Implications:
Preparation of a detailed report and costings for proposed capital improvements at Jack
Shanahan Reserve will require significant effort and has not been undertaken as existing
programs are the current priority.

ATTACHMENTS
Nil.
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C1211(1) Item 14

Subject:

NOTICE OF MOTION: REFURBISHMENT OF KINTORE STREET POCKET
PARK

File Ref:

952-01/65509.11

From Councillor Emanuel Tsardoulias
MOTION:
THAT:
1. Council completes a refurbishment of Kintore St Pocket Park; and
2. Council consults with Dulwich Hill Public School and Kintore St residents in
establishing a pocket community garden in the Kintore St Pocket Park.

Background
Funds could be used from the $45k allocation of light switch box for parks which at the
moment can’t be achieved with current allocated budget.

Director, Infrastructure Services and Director, Community Services Report
Establishment of a pocket garden will likely involve additional capital expenditure by Council. It
is not possible to quantify this without better scoping of the project, which will require a
community engagement process. However a number of options are possible:
1. preliminary budget estimate for a low cost makeover by Council of the Kintore Street
road closure including 3 new seats, planting 4 advanced trees with tree guards,
replacement of the path on the western side and restoration of disturbed areas is
$20,000, subject to detailed investigation and design.
2. a lower cost option, with 2 seats smaller trees and delete the path replacement could
also be considered.
3. if the school wishes to participate in the tree planting and look after them then the cost
of work could be further reduced to $7,500.
Council should note that the above costs are subject to detailed site investigation and design.
A decision is required as to the appropriate scope of the project and therefore the likely cost. It
is preferable for the project to be considered and prioritised as part of the 2012/13 Budget
process which enables for design staff resources to be appropriately planned.
A well established community garden currently exists within the Dulwich Hil Public School
grounds, facing Kintore Street. The Acting Community Sustainability Coordinator advises that
it would be more sustainable and cost effective to introduce Kintore Street residents to the
school community and facilitate their participation in the school’s community garden. The
school is currently seeking volunteers to assist with the garden, particularly over the summer
school holiday period. Should further demand for community garden space be required, the
Kintore Street road closure could be explored in the future. This would involve a community
engagement process to scope the project and to allow the garden project costs to be
developed.
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Council allocated $40,000 in the 2011/2012 Capital Budget to investigate partition switching
for sports field lighting systems. Further investigations are required to determine if
modifications can be made to wiring and control systems to allow partial operation of the
sports field lighting systems and whether this would meet current Australian Standards. Until
that review is completed, the partial switching budget allocation should be retained.

Resource Implications:
A preliminary estimate of cost for refurbishment of Kintore St road closure ranges between
$7,500 and $20,000 depending on the scope of works.
Development of a community garden requires resourcing of a community engagement process
to scope the project and allow garden project costs to be developed.

ATTACHMENTS
Nil.
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C1211(1) Item 15

Subject:

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE: GARBAGE COLLECTION CREWS

File Ref:

4056-03/65795.11

From Councillor Dimitrios Thanos

MARRICKVILLE COUNCIL CODE OF MEETING PRACTICE - JUNE 2010
Questions may be put to Councillors and Council Employees
28

(1)

[Questions by a Councillor]

A Councillor:

(a)

may, through the chairperson, put a question to another Councillor;
and

(b)

may, through the General Manager, put a question to a Council
employee. [Regulation – clause 249]

(2)

[Reasonable notice] However, a Councillor or Council employee to whom a
question is put is entitled to be given reasonable notice of the question and,
in particular, sufficient notice to enable reference to be made to other
persons or to documents. [Regulation – clause 249]

(3)

[Question to be put directly and without argument]

The Councillor must put every
such question directly, succinctly and without argument. [Regulation – clause

249]

(4)

[Discussion not permitted] The chairperson must not permit discussion on any
reply or refusal to reply to a question put to a Councillor or Council employee
under this clause. [Regulation - clause 249]

(5)

[Questions on notice]

A Councillor may ask a Question on Notice of the
General Manager or a Director in relation to matters other than those
included on the Business Paper of the Council or relevant Committee. The
Question on Notice may be lodged at any time and put to the next available
appropriate meeting. Where a Councillor requires further information in
relation to the answer provided, it is to be sought after the meeting. [Policy]

Questions
I am asking formally for a response to the following questions on the public record.
Relating to the Garbage Collection Crews:
1. When they went on strike how long did they go on strike for?
2. How much notice did they give to Council that they were going to go on strike?
3. What were the reasons they gave for the strike?
4. What are Senior staff’s responses to those reasons?
5. Did the matter go to arbitration?
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6. If so what were the findings of the arbiter?
7. Were the rulings/findings of the arbiter follower through with?
8. When the garbage crews were on strike did Council hire contractors to do their job?
9. Whilst we had the contractors hired were the Council Garbage Crews being Paid?
10. If so how much were they paid whilst not working?
11. What did the contractors cost us as a comparison to the same job carried out by our
garbage crews?
12. Was there any difference in the service for the period of time the garbage crews were
on strike? If so what were those differences?
13. In terms of numbers, how many crews and people did the contractors use over that
period of time and how many people do we employ to do the same job?
14. What does the average garbage collection worker earn in wages for normal hours, are
they full time or casual and what does their pay convert to with overtime and how much
overtime do they get (if any)?
15. Do the Garbage Collection workers work a standard 8 hour day? Do they work more
than 8 hours or less than 8 hours per day (on average)?
16. When a Garbage Collection worker finishes early, do they get paid for 8 hours of work
or for the Hours worked?
17. How often do the Garbage Collection workers finish early (on average)?
18. What award are the garbage collection crews on? When was this award formalized?
19. Can a copy of their award please be tabled for public knowledge?
Any further information that may be relevant to the above raised issues and comment by
senior staff are welcome.

Answers
1. When they went on strike how long did they go on strike for?
Resource Recovery staff and a number of other outdoors staff went on strike for 1 day on 7
July 2011.
2. How much notice did they give to Council that they were going to go on strike?
No notice was given. Staff met and then left the workplace.
3. What were the reasons they gave for the strike?
The United Services Union claimed that neither the Union nor the employees were
appropriately notified or consulted about the decision to tender the green waste collection
service and that, as a result, it considered that Council had breached Clause 35 of the
Award which provides for workplace change and redundancy and Clause 36 which
provides for competitive tendering. Clause 36 deals with inhouse bids where staff are
affected by competitive tendering.
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Council’s greenwaste collections are an important and growing service, assisting
Marrickville meet its waste reduction targets. Council decided to tender for a greenwaste
service provider only after Council’s Resource Recovery staff had given 10 days notice in
May that they would no longer pick up any greenwaste.
The majority of greenwaste was and is collected by agency staff. Permanent staff informed
Council in 2009 that they would not pick up the bulk of the greenwaste. With Council staff
then refusing in May 2011 to collect any greenwaste at all, Council sought an economical
and efficient way to provide the service. Staff later offered to pick up less than half of the
amount of greenwaste they had collected for 4 years. This was not a viable situation and
the offer was declined.
The USU has also previously suggested that Recycling staff could pick up the small
proportion of greenwaste instead of garbage collection staff. However, this would have
added around $70,000 to the cost of collection – a wage increase of around 18% for
Recycling staff with no increase in productivity for Council. This was declined as not being
affordable.
Following the ban by garbage collection workers on greenwaste collections, Council gave
the staff notice of the decision to go to tender despite the fact that no jobs would be lost.
Given that no staff were picking up any greenwaste and no jobs would be lost, the focus
was on getting the best available service at the best price.
Following industrial action Council has not proceeded with a tender. However, savings of
$70,000 a year have been made as garbage staff are no longer collecting greenwaste on
weekends on overtime. All greenwaste is collected during the week. Additional savings of
$60,000 a year have also been achieved as Council has entered into an arrangement with
a different agency to provide casual staff to pick up greenwaste.
In regard to Clause 35 (Workplace Change and Redundancy) it was considered that as the
USU members had declined to collect the same amount, or at one stage any, greenwaste
that tendering for provider for greenwaste collection was not a workplace change that
affected them. No staff were being made redundant. In regard to Clause 36 dealing with
competitive tendering, the clause deals with councils providing support to an inhouse bid
where staff would be affected by a competitive tender. However, Council has undertaken
to comply with Clause 36 even though no jobs would be affected. However, there are no
plans to proceed to a tender.
5. Did the matter go to arbitration?
No. The matter was heard in the NSW Industrial Commission as a conciliation matter on 7
July 2011.
6. If so what were the findings of the arbiter?
There was no arbitrated outcome. Council offered to withdraw the advertisement seeking
tender proposals and undertook to provide 2 weeks’ notice if a tender was to be pursued.
Council has not proceeded with a tender and continues to use agency staff for the bulk of
greenwaste collections. With the assistance of the Commissioner, staff resumed picking up
an average of 122 bins of greenwaste a day. The bulk of greenwaste continues to be
picked up by agency staff.
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The USU recently made a submission to the Commission in an attempt to have a ruling
that Council should employ permanent staff in greenwaste. The Commission held that
Council was not breaching the Award.
7. Were the rulings/findings of the arbiter follower through with?
See above.
8. When the garbage crews were on strike did Council hire contractors to do their
job?
No, contractors were not engaged. Council routinely uses agency staff for greenwaste and
to ensure garbage and recycling services are not disrupted by staff absences on annual
and sick leave. In order to ensure that the essential services of Resource Recovery
continued, Council engaged casual staff through an arrangement with an agency that
provides operational staff to Council. Other services were not staffed for the day as they
did not present a public health risk.
9. Whilst we had the contractors hired were the Council Garbage Crews being Paid?
No wages were paid to any Council staff who went on strike.
10. If so how much were they paid whilst not working?
Industrial legislation prohibits employers from paying staff on strike.
11. What did the contractors cost us as a comparison to the same job carried out by
our garbage crews?
The 30 agency staff working under supervision of Council cost $7,554 for the day. The cost
was approximately $1,895 less than the cost of Council staff including overheads such as
superannuation, workers compensation, sick leave and annual leave coverage. This
calculation takes into account that waste employees take in excess of 18 days sick leave
per year. This is an average across all waste employees and is in excess of the 15 days
sick leave provided for in the Agreement. Workers compensation is also a cost that is
calculated as an overhead. Waste Services accounts for only around 8.5% of the Council
workforce but one third of the workers compensation premium of more than $1 million is
attributable to this section. This section is currently responsible for more than 86% of
claims costs in 2010-2011.
12. Was there any difference in the service for the period of time the garbage crews
were on strike? If so what were those differences?
There was a small increase in missed services on the day as some agency casual staff
were unfamiliar with the runs. In some cases the runs were completed in less time than
normal. Missed services were collected the next day.
13. In terms of numbers, how many crews and people did the contractors use over that
period of time and how many people do we employ to do the same job?
Thirty agency casual staff were used, the same number of staff as Council usually uses.
14. What does the average garbage collection worker earn in wages for normal hours,
are they full time or casual and what does their pay convert to with overtime and
how much overtime do they get (if any)?
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All permanent staff are employed fulltime in this work area. Garbage drivers are paid
$1,123.92 a week ($58,668.62 a year) once they have full competencies. Loaders are paid
$1,044.80 a week ($54,538.56 a year).
Overtime is no longer worked as a result of a decision to collect all greenwaste during the
week. Workers previously earned an average of $3000 a year in overtime.
15. Do the Garbage Collection workers work a standard 8 hour day? Do they work
more than 8 hours or less than 8 hours per day (on average)?
Garbage staff work on average 104.5 hours a month which equates to an average of 5.23
hours a day as they have one rostered paid day off a month. They are paid for 8.0 hours a
day. Recycling staff work an average of 4.5 hours a day as they work 90 hours a month
with 2 rostered paid days off a month. When no greenwaste was collected during the
industrial ban, garbage staff worked an average of half an hour less per day.
Garbage collection staff are paid triple time for public holidays. This is a condition agreed
to by former Council management and does not appear in the Agreement.
16. When a Garbage Collection worker finishes early, do they get paid for 8 hours of
work or for the Hours worked?
Staff on ‘job and finish’ are paid for a full day regardless of what time they finish.
17. How often do the Garbage Collection workers finish early (on average)?
Council records show that workers in this area invariably finish well before the time to
which they are paid. That is, the average is 5.23 hours a day when adjusted for the one
rostered day off per month.
Loaders are dropped off at the depot when the truck is on its last trip to the tip, resulting in
loaders working approximated 30 to 40 minutes less per day than drivers.
18. What award are the garbage collection crews on? When was this award
formalized?
Garbage or waste staff work under the conditions of the Waste Service Agreement No.2
Enterprise Bargaining Agreement signed in 2003. The Agreement has expired but
continues until notice is given to quit or it is replaced with a new agreement. Council had
attempted this year to achieve agreement with the garbage employees that a new
agreement should include productivity increases but they have stated that ‘job and finish’
and the number of bins collected per day are not negotiable.
Recycling staff are employed under the NSW Local Government (State) Award 2010 but
work under a local arrangement of ‘job and finish’. Council attempted to negotiate a
Recyclers Agreement but was not successful despite two and half years of discussions.
19. Can a copy of their award please be tabled for public knowledge?
Copies of these will be circulated to Councillors with the business paper.

ATTACHMENTS
Nil.
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